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THE FUTURE IS YOU
Société Generale’s three core businesses enabled the Group to continue to create value in 2020, despite the impacts of the public health crisis. Committed to supporting our stakeholders, we have made a real contribution to the economic recovery, while maintaining our financial solidity and keeping our cost of risk under control.
“BUILDING, WITH OUR CLIENTS, A RESPONSIBLE, ECOLOGICAL AND INCLUSIVE RECOVERY”

Since 2020, we have been working on preparing the future of our Group, launching new structural initiatives to lay the foundations of our next strategic stage through to 2025, focusing on customer-centricity, corporate social responsibility, and operational efficiency.”

2020 was an exceptional year, marked by the unprecedented global health and economic crisis, which continues to impact our daily lives and our work in 2021. In line with its corporate purpose, Société Générale group has shown that it is mobilised, resilient, and ready to press ahead with preparing for the future, determined to act responsibly toward its clients, staff, and all its stakeholders.

Our primary and ongoing concern has been the unconditioned need to protect the health of our staff and our clients, while also preserving our business continuity to ensure the correct performance of economies. During this crisis, banks, Société Générale included, have demonstrated their essential role in providing everyday services and offering solutions to help customers absorb the economic shock, in particular by rolling out the measures put in place by governments. Thanks to the incredible commitment of our 133,000 members of staff around the world, we have risen to these multiple challenges, standing shoulder to shoulder with our customers and our partners.

We ourselves have suffered the direct impact of this crisis on our financial results, but nevertheless have demonstrated our financial solidity and our capacity to bounce back. We were able to react quickly, adapt our businesses where needed and rigorously manage our risks and costs.

In a world of profound changes, often accelerated by the Covid crisis, we have made good progress with the major challenges of transformation by adapting our business lines; strengthening our digital strategy; and, as a leader in the mobility sector.

In 2021, we will be working on finalising our strategic initiatives across our other business lines, such as Global Banking and Investor Solutions, as well as defining our proactive medium-term roadmaps for innovation and CSR, always listening to our stakeholders and fully integrating them into our business lines’ strategies. 2021 is another year of action to fight the pandemic and its social and economic impacts.

Now more than ever, our corporate purpose will serve as our compass for meeting these challenges over the short and medium term: responding to the many macroeconomic, environmental, and social issues, and working with our clients to find responsible, innovative solutions to this crisis and to the greener and more inclusive recovery we want to build together.

With the support of the Board of Directors and the new General Management team, we will capitalise on our diversified and now more refocused business model, concentrating on the success of all the projects we have launched, which are adding meaning and creating long-term value for all our stakeholders.

Despite the uncertainties that remain, we are confident and determined to move forward, knowing we can count on the strengths of our business model, the confidence of our clients and the collective commitment of our teams. We will play our decisive role in moving past this crisis as rapidly as possible, while continuing to spearhead positive transformations and building a sustainable and better future.

LORENZO BINI SMAGHI, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FRÉDÉRIC OUDÉA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
A PARTNER OF THOSE BUILDING THE WORLD OF TOMORROW

We are one of Europe’s leading financial services groups and an important player in the economy, and have been for over 150 years. In line with our corporate purpose, which we redefined in January 2020 as “Building together, with our clients, a better and sustainable future through responsible and innovative financial solutions”, our goal is to provide everyone with the resources to make a positive impact on the future. Based on a diversified and integrated banking model, Societe Generale combines financial strength and proven expertise in innovation with a strategy of sustainable growth, aiming to be the trusted partner for our clients, committed to the positive transformation of the world.

A Year of Resilience and Unprecedented Action

- €1.4bn net income
- 13.4% CET1 ratio, a sign of financial strength
- €18bn distributed through the French government-guaranteed loan scheme (PGE)
- €28m in donations under the Covid-19 solidarity programme
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A Bank Committed to Sustainable Finance

- €120bn allocated to supporting the energy transition between 2019 and 2023 (67% of the target achieved as of the end of 2020)
- Objective to progressively eliminate exposure to the thermal coal sector (by 2050 for companies with extraction or electricity generation activities in the EU and OECD, and by 2040 for the rest of the world)
- €11.9bn committed to financing identified as SPRR, including €6.8bn in ‘green’ financing or contributions to helping the energy transition and €5.1bn in social/societal financing
- €26.9bn in SPRR products

Four Values in the Service of Our Clients

Team Spirit
In a changing world, we support all our clients while demonstrating true team spirit. A responsible and trustworthy partner, we provide attentiveness, agility and the complementary nature of our expertise. We work with our clients in the same way we work with one another: by listening, building together, valuing contributions and being united in both our successes and our difficulties.

Innovation
We strive to continually improve our client approach by leveraging technical innovation and working together to adapt our solutions and practices to the needs of the future. True to our entrepreneurial spirit, we are changing our ways of working, and innovating by promoting sharing, experimentation and thinking outside the box. We learn from successes and failures alike.

Responsibility
Our responsibility and our corporate ethics consist of meeting our clients’ various needs while safeguarding the long-term interests of all of our stakeholders. Our responsibility can also be seen in our courage to be accountable for our actions and decisions, and to express our opinions transparently. We attach as much importance to the way we achieve results as we do to the results themselves.

Commitment
Our staff are fully committed to contributing to the success of our clients. We promote involvement and professional accomplishment for all. We nurture relationships based on trust and mutual respect, both inside and outside the Bank. Our commitment derives from the continued satisfaction of our clients in our skills and expertise.

Continued Recognition by the Rating Agencies

Financial Ratings
- Fitch Ratings: A
- Moody’s: A1
- Standard & Poor’s: A

Extra-Financial Performance
- S&P Global CSA (formerly RebeccaSAM): 79/100 (1st decile among global banks)
- MSCl: AA (Top 14% among global banks)
- Sustainalytics: 25.9/100 (1st quartile among global banks)
- Vigeo Eiris: A+/68/100 (Top 1% among global companies, second global bank)
- ISS ESG: C+/1st decile among global banks
- CDP: B (Top 33% among global companies)

Three Complementary Core Businesses

French Retail Banking which encompasses the Societe Generale, Credit du Nord and Boursorama brands. Each offers a full range of financial services with omnichannel products at the cutting edge of digital innovation.

International Retail Banking, Insurance and Financial Services to Corporates with networks in Africa, Russia, Central and Eastern Europe, and specialised businesses that are leaders in their markets.

Global Banking and Investor Solutions which offer recognised expertise, key international locations and integrated solutions.
A GLOBAL BANK
WITH EUROPEAN ROOTS

Since being founded in 1864 to “promote the development of trade and industry”, our Group has built on its European roots to develop our business internationally. With a unique geographic positioning, we connect Europe, Russia, and Africa with key global financial centres in Asia and the Americas.

133,000
members of staff

30m
clients - individuals, businesses and institutional investors

137
nationalities

61
countries

2,684
members of staff

NBI
€1,587m

AFRICA AND
THE MIDDLE EAST

13,048
members of staff

NBI
€1,645m

NBI
€14,661m

THE
AMERICAS

2,684
members of staff

NBI
€1,587m

WESTERN
EUROPE

70,178
members of staff

NBI
€14,661m

CENTRAL AND
EASTERN EUROPE

36,085
members of staff

NBI
€2,809m

ASIA AND
OCEANIA

11,256
members of staff

NBI
€1,413m

[1] Headcount at end of period, excluding temporary staff.
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“WE’VE SHOWN THE VALUE OF OUR BANKING PROFESSION”

WE’VE SHOWN THE VALUE OF OUR BANKING PROFESSION
and our sense of responsibility. This pandemic. More than ever, we’ve shown commitment they have shown throughout
our communities with a special global solidarity programme.

We also provided social support to our customers during these transitions. “We are firmly committed to playing a role in the recovery of our economies, making them more responsible, ‘greener’ and more inclusive by proactively supporting our customers during these transitions.”

HOW HAS SOCIETE GENERALE HANDLED THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC AND ITS MANY CONSEQUENCES?
As soon as the crisis broke out, we took action by concentrating on two primary concerns: protecting the health of our staff and our clients, and doing our part to keep the economy running.

We ensured the continuity of our services and provided solutions to meet our clients’ needs, all the while working closely with public authorities in all our regions. The most emblematic illustration is certainly our contribution to the availability of the French government-guaranteed loan scheme (PGE) which aims to help companies’ cash flow. We also provided social support to our staff during this period and supported our communities with a special global solidarity programme.

On behalf of all the members of the General Management, I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to all our teams around the world and the exemplary commitment they have shown throughout this pandemic. More than ever, we’ve shown the value of our banking profession and our sense of responsibility.

HOW DID THE GROUP PERFORM IN 2020?
The year was one of contrasts: The first half of the year was dominated by the impacts of the crisis. All our businesses suffered under the combined effects of a downturn in activity and an increase in the cost of risk due to anticipated future defaults. In addition, our capital markets business was particularly affected by the market dislocation that weighed heavily on our range of structured investment products.

In the second half of the year, we were able to adapt to the situation and demonstrate our ability to rebound quickly in all of our businesses. Overall, we proved how resilient we are.

We have also reinforced the financial solidity of our Group by increasing our level of capital, which is well above the regulatory requirements, making us one of the best capitalised banks in France. Our progress in meeting different environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria has also been acknowledged by the extra-financial rating agencies.

We are confident in the quality of our franchises and balance sheet, and are determined to further enhance our ability to deliver in order to move forward and prepare for the future.

“We are firmly committed to playing a role in the recovery of our economies, making them more responsible, ‘greener’ and more inclusive by proactively supporting our customers during these transitions.”

YOU HAVE STARTED TO PREPARE YOUR NEXT STRATEGIC STAGE. WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AREAS OF FOCUS?
With the new General Management team in place, and as the world begins its post-crisis recovery, we want to begin a new selective and sustainable period of growth by leveraging our diversified and balanced business model, which we have just finished refocusing.

We have approved the strategic choices that should enable us to improve the competitiveness of our businesses and our Group, while building on our leadership positions and our potential for synergy. In line with our corporate purpose, we have defined three main strategic levers to lay the foundations of our next strategic stage: client centricity and satisfaction, our ESG commitments and our operational efficiency.

In 2020, we laid the groundwork for our strategic ambitions and we are already in the execution phase. In French Retail Banking, we are aiming to have 12 million clients by the end of 2025 through our proactive plan to create a new bank by merging our two retail banking networks, Crédit du Nord and Société Générale, combined with the acceleration of the development plan for Boursorama, the leader in online banking in France.

We also announced the strategic plan for our subsidiary ALD Automotive, which has set itself the goal of becoming the leader in sustainable mobility, and for KB, which is seeking to position itself as the leader in digital and responsible banking in the Czech Republic. After completing the fine-tuning of our structured finance product range, we will present our business-wide Global Banking and Investor Solutions strategic roadmap in the first half of 2021. We are also working on our ESG ambitions, notably building on the inputs gained by listening to our stakeholders. Furthermore, we are well on the way to finalising our remediation programmes to strengthen our compliance control framework, which will be a real asset for the future.

We are methodically and consistently charting our course and will present our overall 2025 strategic and financial plan for the Group in the first half of 2022, with greater visibility on the economic and regulatory environment for the coming years.

WHAT ARE YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL AMBITIONS?
We are firmly committed to playing a role in the recovery of our economies, making them more responsible, ‘greener’ and more inclusive by proactively supporting our customers during these transitions. In particular, we want to be a leader in the energy transition and a responsible employer. As we voluntarily and actively reduce our support for fossil fuels, we are accelerating our financing of renewable energy. With respect to diversity, we have set ourselves the goal of having 30% of the Group’s senior management posts held by women in 2023.

Consistent with our commitment as a founding bank and signatory to the Principles for Responsible Banking, we work as a coalition, disclose what we do transparently and publicly share how we do it when, for example, it concerns the alignment of our business portfolios with the Paris Climate Agreement. All of the Group’s teams are committed to putting our corporate purpose into action with the aim of “Building together, with our clients, a better and sustainable future.”

WHAT PROGRESS HAVE YOU MADE IN YOUR INNOVATION AND DIGITAL STRATEGY?
The transformation we began several years ago has allowed us to build the technology platforms we need and to enable a culture of innovation. With the crisis that continues to further accelerate the use of digital technology, we are stepping up our game to maintain our digital leadership. We want to offer an industry-leading customer experience by combining the best mix of digital interaction and human expertise. We are looking at refining and reinventing our current distribution and production models while simultaneously developing and expanding the new alternative business models of tomorrow.

FREDÉRIC OUDÉA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

“We are methodically and consistently charting our course and will present our overall 2025 strategic and financial plan for the Group in the first half of 2022.”
OUR CORPORATE PURPOSE IN ACTION

Our corporate purpose is a promise we made to our stakeholders. In these times of crisis, it is more than ever a guiding principle and proves its relevance, as exemplified by the many concrete initiatives implemented by the Group’s entities.

Amid a still uncertain environment marked by profound economic and social impacts, Société Générale’s corporate purpose is an essential driver to address the many short-term challenges and help build an inclusive and responsible recovery. Whether through our products and services, ongoing dialogue with clients, or the commitment and training of our staff, our corporate purpose sustains the entire company.

BUILDING TOGETHER, WITH OUR CLIENTS...

... A BETTER AND SUSTAINABLE FUTURE...

... THROUGH RESPONSIBLE AND INNOVATIVE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS.
Our Strategic Focus

The Group’s priority in 2021 is to implement and finalise our 2025 strategic focus. Enhancing the customer experience, continuing to improve our operating model, developing our core businesses, and acting in a responsible manner will be at the centre of our day-to-day lives and our next strategic stage. In line with our corporate purpose, we are committed to meeting the needs of our clients and having a positive impact on all our stakeholders.
THE CRISIS AS A CATALYST OF THE DIGITAL RELATIONSHIP

Online banking, vocal assistants, chat bots and connected objects... The public health crisis has been a catalyst for trends that have already emerged in the banking sector with customers increasingly taking up the use of digital tools. In the age of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, data processing, compliance and cybersecurity are becoming major issues. Three types of players are emerging in this new environment: disruptive models, such as the platforms developed by GAFA, which could integrate part of the financial services value chain; the ‘neo-banks’, recent operators forced to either revise their operating procedures or find a way to band together to increase profitability; and also the ‘traditional’ banks that have had to speed up their digital transformation.

With their many strengths, including proven reliability, these traditional banks are investing heavily in the digitalisation of their services and forming strategic partnerships with fintechs in order to gain agility, enhance customer relationships and provide new innovative services and products. However, this crisis has clearly shown that interpersonal relationships remain vital.

Customers expect their banks to offer easily-available support with the best combination of digital interaction and human expertise.

The health crisis has been a catalyst for trends that have already emerged in the banking sector.

31% of all accounts opened in the United States were opened via a bank’s website or mobile app (22% in 2019)(1).

14% of Treasurers and Chief Financial Officers are concerned about a rise in cybercrime(2).

50% of insurance customers and 63% of bank customers are willing to share more personal data to benefit from favourable terms, reduced interest rates or other financial benefits(3).

THE TRENDS SHAPING THE BANK OF TOMORROW

The digital revolution is profoundly restructuring society and the banking sector is no exception from this change. At the heart of the mechanics of an economy, banking operators also play a crucial role in the energy transition.

SUSTAINABLE FINANCE AS A LEVER FOR SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRESS

Alongside public authorities, actors in the private sector have a crucial role to play in the energy transition and the preservation of the planet. These are the expectations of civil society, especially in Europe, increasingly concerned about environmental and societal issues. At the crossroads of capital flows, banks have specific obligations.

The financial sector plays a major role in the transition to more sustainable development, whether in terms of more intelligent use of natural resources, social inclusion, or the development of innovative and less carbon-intensive business models.

Initially focused on climate change, the issues at stake today extend to the entire ESG (environmental, social and governance) field, criteria that are gaining in importance in light of the social and economic consequences of the public health crisis. Against this backdrop, banking industry actors are working together to build common standards that are compatible with their business models. As such, sustainable finance is becoming a driver of future environmental and social progress. Besides helping to allocate or redirect financial flows to economic activities with a positive effect on societies, it is a vehicle for encouraging new behaviour.

In September 2019, 130 banking groups with over $47 TRILLION in assets adopted the United Nations’ Principles for Responsible Banking. There are more than 220 signatories today.

Today, SRI (Socially Responsible Investment) accounts for 11% OF ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT globally(4).

(1) Source: J.D. Power.
(3) Source: Accenture: 2019 Global Financial Services Consumer Study.
(4) Deloitte ESG Data Lab.
Once health conditions allow societies to reopen, recovery could be fast as consumers, buoyed by policy support and bottled-up savings, rush to enjoy long missed activities such as dinner out with friends. Beyond this initial restart, however, global recovery will be shaped by which policies and behaviours prove temporary and which prove permanent. Governments around the world have taken unprecedented policy action to fill the void created by social distancing measures and consensus is that even when private demand starts once again to function normally across all sectors, it would be unwise to remove this temporary policy support too quickly, and not least as it may take some time to appreciate which behaviours have permanently changed.

Already it seems fair to assume that working from home will become more prevalent, and that virtual meetings and conferences will remain even as business travel resumes. Households, moreover, may stick with some of the digital offers that companies adopted in response to the crisis.

How both governments and private businesses manage supply chains also seems set to see more permanent change. In the area of health care, governments are already considering the robustness of health care supply chains and seem likely also step up investment in health care infrastructure and research. Private companies have suffered multiple disruptions to supply chains, be it Covid related closures, semiconductor frictions or even the blockage of the Suez Canal. As a combined result, many will accept the cost of holding more inventories to win greater resilience.

While business investment in many instances held up better than economists feared, the fact that private sector balance sheets have been economically scarred by the crisis means that more permanent public sector support for investment will be required to secure sustainable recovery. Several governments are seizing this opportunity to accelerate “green” and digital transitions, in a bid to both reduce the risk of future climate related dangers and also to boost the trend for potential growth.

All the major economies have, moreover, enhanced their climate commitments. Last September, China committed to carbon neutrality by 2060. In December 2020, the European Council stepped up the European Union’s targeted cut in greenhouse gas emissions to 55% by 2030 (over 1990 levels), from 40% previously. And, in 2021, President Biden moved to reinstate the United States to the Paris Climate Agreement.

No doubt governments hope that by focusing recovery stimulus on investment, markets will view their debt as falling into the ‘good’ category of boosting the trend for potential growth, rather than the ‘bad’ one of wasteful public spending. Adapting the necessary structural reforms can further build confidence.

Public debt sustainability depends on strong growth, but also on low interest rate premia. Central banks have made a strong commitment to keep premia low, but concern in markets, and not least in the US is that inflation could return.

Near-term, headline inflation is due to see several spikes, on the back of the sharp recovery in commodity prices, various frictions and the end of temporary measures such as the German VAT cut in the second half of 2020. The recovery, moreover, offers the temptation for hard-hit services to try to claw back some of their losses by raising prices. Central banks have already made it clear that they plan to look at this volatility, but markets may become uncertain as to what is temporary and what is permanent. This is where sound policies will be key. Governments must avoid the temptation of pump priming fiscal policies and protectionism, leading to a bad debt scenario, and central banks must carefully judge how to keep both inflation expectations and financial stability in check. With so many moving parts and the need to distinguish the temporary from the permanent, this will not be an easy task.

“Several governments are seizing this opportunity to accelerate ‘green’ and digital transitions, in a bid to both reduce the risk of future climate related dangers and also to boost the trend for potential growth.”

“Global recovery will be shaped by which policies and behaviours prove temporary and which prove permanent.”

MICHALA MARCUSSEN, GROUP CHIEF ECONOMIST

At a time when developed economies are massively rolling out vaccination strategies in order to accelerate the end of the public health crisis, Michala Marcussen, Group Chief Economist, explains the conditions of the economic recovery and their consequences for Societe Generale. Interview conducted in April 2021.
OUR STRATEGIC FOCUS

Another year of continued efforts to combat the effects of the pandemic, 2021 will also be a year dedicated to the preparation of our next strategic plan through to 2025.

Beyond the successful completion of the major strategic projects launched in 2020 — the Vision 2025 project aiming to combine the two retail banking networks in France, Boursorama’s growth plan, ambitions for International Retail Banking and Financial Services with the development plans of KB and ALD Automotive, and the adaptation plan for our range of structured finance products — the 2025 roadmap will be primarily based on three components:

- digital transformation issues with the current crisis requiring accelerated efforts in this area;
- commitments in the environmental, social and governance fields;
- continued disciplined management of costs and rare resources, combined with risk control, thus contributing to the Bank’s solid balance sheet.

2021 was marked by the completion of the refocusing plan initiated in 2018 aimed at STREAMLINING THE GROUP’S ORGANISATION AND OPTIMISING THE ALLOCATION OF ITS CAPITAL by concentrating the Group’s business model on those core businesses that generate substantial synergies and have achieved critical size, ensuring their long-term competitiveness.

Guided by its corporate purpose, Societe Generale intends to leverage its newly refocused business model with a view to strengthening its leadership positions and has defined:

THREE CROSS-BUSINESS STRATEGIC LEVERS

- client centricity and satisfaction
- corporate social responsibility
- operational efficiency

We are going to take the first strategic steps we announced in 2020 in some of our businesses and finalise the roadmaps for all our activities and the Group as a whole.

A STRATEGY AIMED AT PROFITABLE AND RESILIENT DEVELOPMENT, BASED ON A DIVERSIFIED AND INTEGRATED BANKING MODEL

3

TRANSVERSAL STRATEGIC LEVERS

for the Group’s next strategic stage through to 2025

CLIENT CENTRICITY AND SATISFACTION

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
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A STRATEGY CREATING VALUE FOR FRENCH RETAIL BANKING

At the end of 2020, Societe Generale announced two major strategic initiatives: the merger of the Societe Generale and Crédit du Nord retail banking networks and an ambitious development plan for Boursorama. With this new complementary retail banking model, we intend to respond more effectively to ongoing sectoral changes.

BUILDING A WINNING RETAIL BANKING MODEL

At a time when retail banking activities are facing multiple challenges, Societe Generale seeks to set itself apart by building a model based on two strong and complementary pillars. First pillar: a banking network combining digital technology and human expertise, resulting from the merger of the Societe Generale and Crédit du Nord networks. By drawing on the strengths of each entity, the Group intends to create a model committed to client satisfaction, operational efficiency and regional development.

In a world profoundly changed by the digital revolution and the emergence of new uses for digital technology, Boursorama, the 100% online bank, is the second pillar of this strategy. The Group’s ambition is to further its development and strengthen its leadership position by seeing this alternative and unique model through to maturity with a goal of 4.5 million clients by 2025. These two initiatives illustrate Societe Generale’s pioneering and entrepreneurial spirit and are fully in line with our corporate purpose.

SYNERGIES THAT CREATE VALUE

The aim of the VISION 2025 project to merge the Crédit du Nord and Societe Generale retail banking networks is to create a new entity serving nearly 10 million corporate, professional and individual customers. In order to maximise customer satisfaction, the new network will rely on enhanced digital capabilities, making it possible to provide personalised solutions adapted to everyday banking needs. The branches of the new network will become centres for advice and expertise, run by staff refocused on their role as advisors.

As a result of the close geographic proximity of the two brands’ branches, the Group will be able to maintain the same regional presence while also reducing the overall number of branches. Ultimately, the retail bank will benefit from considerable cost synergies, in particular through the use of a single IT system and the consolidation of corporate functions. These pooled resources will serve the new banking model and deliver greater profitability while meeting the highest standards of responsibility.

The Group intends to create a model committed to client satisfaction, operational efficiency and regional development.

The online bank is delivering on its promise: simplifying the lives of its clients at the most competitive price and with the highest level of service quality.
A CORPORATE PURPOSE
FIRMLY IN PLACE ACROSS EVERY BUSINESS LINE AND IN EVERY REGION

Several of our businesses have presented their development plans reflecting our ambitions: promoting future solutions and supporting our clients and stakeholders to make positive impacts.

AMBITIOUS 2025 OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIC OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES

- 2.3 million managed contracts
- 80-85% of the fleet financed
- 46% to 48% cost/income ratio
- 50% to 60% dividend payout rate

SUSTAINABLE AND EXTRA-FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES

- Creating a future of sustainable mobility
- Being a committed and responsible employer
- Reducing our internal environmental footprint by 30% compared to 2019
- Maintaining a responsible business culture and practices

A NEW MILESTONE FOR KOMERČNÍ BANCA

A Societe Generale subsidiary for more than 30 years, Komercni banka (KB) is the third largest bank in the Czech Republic and, in 2020, was once again ranked as the safest bank in Central and Eastern Europe. It presented its KB Change 2025 plan at the end of 2020. A new milestone in its development that will allow the bank to finalise the development of its omnichannel model.

Improving customer satisfaction, already very high in all client segments, is one of our top priorities along with our ambition to become the leader in online banking. Environmentally, KB positions itself as a responsible bank and an online banking and sustainable development leader, and has set itself the ambitious objective of achieving carbon neutrality by 2026. This ambition is already reflected KB’s initiative to launch a new payment card for students made out of recycled plastic.

AN OPEN ARCHITECTURE STRATEGY FOR SAVINGS SOLUTIONS

In April 2021, the Group announced it had entered into exclusive negotiations with Amundi with the objective of selling the asset management business operated by Lyxor. This agreement is part of Societe Generale’s strategy in the area of investment, which consists of operating under the principle of open architecture and offering its clients investment and asset management solutions within a framework of partnerships with external asset managers. As a result, clients get access to the highest levels of investment expertise in France and worldwide, while also satisfying the increasing demand for socially responsible investment.

In this area, the Group anticipates creating a Wealth & Investment Solutions department that will work as a centre of expertise for structuring savings and investment solutions will always incorporate social and environmental considerations, enabling customers to save and invest more meaningfully.

KB positions itself as a responsible bank and a leader in online banking and sustainable development.

2025 OBJECTIVES

- 2 million active customers.
- 15% ROE.
- Achieving carbon neutrality by 2026 for the Bank's own activities.

ALD AUTOMOTIVE AFFIRMS ITS LEADERSHIP POSITION ON THE MOBILITY MARKET

Specialising in mobility solutions, ALD Automotive operates on the corporate and individual long-term vehicle leasing and fleet management markets in France and internationally. In line with the Group’s strategic focus, the Move 2025 plan aims to position ALD Automotive as the worldwide leader of the long-term vehicle leasing industry. This leadership role will be based on four pillars - customer, growth, responsibility and performance - and four key approaches to drive sustainable growth. Our subsidiary will continue to broaden its full-service leasing and fleet management offering with the goal of reaching 2.3 million managed contracts by 2025. Through Move 2025, ALD Automotive will further strengthen its commitment to CSR with a four-dimensional approach, including sustainable mobility, being a committed and responsible employer, maintaining a responsible business culture and practices, and reducing the company’s environmental footprint.

With recognised responsible performance for the fifth consecutive year, ALD Automotive saw its EcoVadis Gold medal renewed both at the national and international level while the rating and research agency Vigeo Eiris ranked ALD Automotive in the Top 3 in the business support services panel with a score of 67/100.

(1) Total number of contracts = total fleet (full service lease & fleet management) plus new mobility solution contracts (ALD Flex, Used Car Lease and ALD Move).
(2) Excluding income from vehicle sales.
OUR KEY STRENGTHS

Societe Generale has already established the bank of tomorrow, with an open, high-performing organisation combining human expertise and digital technology, fully integrated with its ecosystem and driven by an ambitious strategic vision. Our strengths include placing our clients at the centre of our activity, dedicated members of staff working in a motivating environment, a culture of innovation at the core of our DNA, and meaningful dialogue with all our stakeholders.
CREATING THE CONDITIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMITMENT

Because our long-term performance and corporate purpose are closely tied to the engagement of our staff, Societe Generale is committed to five core priorities in the area of human resources.

CORPORATE CULTURE AND ETHICS PRINCIPLES

The Group’s staff are encouraged to act responsibly within a framework of strict ethical standards shared by all. With this in mind, Societe Generale has been working for several years to strengthen its culture centred on its values, its Code of Conduct and its Leadership Model, which defines the behaviours and skills expected from members of staff. The Group makes sure that each member of staff follows the ethics principles defined by the company.

- 68,500 members of staff trained in the management of inappropriate behaviour.
- 99% of staff successfully completed the Code of Conduct training module (2020 edition).

PERFORMANCE AND COMPENSATION

All Group staff are assured of seeing their contribution to the Group’s performance rewarded. This is due to an attractive and fair compensation policy that promotes dedication and long-term loyalty while integrating appropriate risk management.

- €7bn dedicated over three years to reducing wage gaps at Societe Generale SA in France.
- 53% of members of staff had an annual performance review.

PROFESSIONS AND SKILLS

Societe Generale staff benefit from meaningful career development: the Group prides itself on offering a wide range of training options and is committed to developing staff employability, consistent with its needs and the changing labour market. Promoting talent, encouraging staff mobility between business lines and ensuring management succession are critical for attracting, hiring, and retaining staff. The Group pays special attention to the quality of dialogue with staff representative bodies.

- 99% of members of staff took at least one training course in 2020.
- Over 20,000 internal transfers (63% of hires in 2020).

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

Societe Generale prides itself on being a company open to the world, one that reflects the diversity of the clients we serve every day. This proactive diversity and inclusion policy has translated into concrete results. This year, Societe Generale was the first French bank to be included in the Refinitiv® Diversity and Inclusion Index, entering the rankings at 13th out of 9,000 publicly listed global companies.

- a minimum of 30% of women in the Group’s senior management by 2023.
- Societe Generale SA France scored 86/100 in the 2020 Gender Equality Index.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Members of staff at Societe Generale group are offered the best occupational health, safety and well-being conditions. Developing a respectful and safe working environment where staff are able to reconcile their work with their private lives is one of the Group’s key commitments. In response to the public health crisis, Societe Generale quickly applied strict safety measures at all its sites and was fully mobilised in support of all its teams during this difficult period. After the rapid expansion of working from home to protect staff and comply with lockdown measures, the Group signed an agreement in 2021 generalising working from home for all members of staff in France.

- 94% of staff are covered by accident prevention and safety information campaigns.
- 86% of staff benefit from initiatives promoting good work-life balance.

RAISING STAFF AWARENESS OF CSR

In 2020, the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Human Resources departments launched a large-scale training programme for all members of staff dedicated to corporate social responsibility. The programme consists of four pillars: developing a common culture through awareness-raising workshops on global warming and through a training course catalogue (e-learning and MOOC); raising the awareness of a targeted audience about environmental and social risks though e-learning training sessions; training the commercial teams so that they can better advise their clients on the energy transition; and, lastly, identifying the many initiatives developed by the Group’s experts around the world to enable their improved availability to as many people as possible.

PROTECTING STAFF IN AN UNPRECEDENTED SITUATION

To respond to the public health crisis, the Group undertook to guarantee the salaries of its staff in every country where it operates. In France, Societe Generale supplemented the pay of staff looking after their children at home or on sick leave, thereby sparing them from resorting to being furloughed. Numerous measures were also put in place: staff awareness-raising about the public health measures, mental health counselling, the massive roll out of remote working from home and raising awareness about IT security issues, etc.

In this unprecedented situation, an internal survey called Future of Work involving more than 5,800 staff worldwide was conducted to learn more about how staff were coping with lockdown and their expectations. This survey brought to light the issues surrounding the ongoing transformation and elicited some good ideas and best practices. Working from home will become more widely accepted in every country. An agreement on its extension was signed in early 2021 with labour organisations in France.

“Societe Generale has made diversity one of its priorities. Moreover, it was the first banking group in France to appoint a woman, Diony Lebot, to the position of Deputy Chief Executive Officer. Today, we want to go a step further and set new, more ambitious objectives in the area of diversity in our governance bodies, which will form an integral part of our next strategic stage. We will make this a management priority for the Group, to be shared and measured in all our businesses and entities worldwide.”

CAROLINE GUILLAUMIN,
GROUP HEAD OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND GROUP HEAD OF COMMUNICATION

ZER0 TOLERANCE OF INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR

Societe Generale is committed to preventing and combating all inappropriate behaviour, including but not limited to sexual or psychological harassment, homophobia, racism and sexism, which all go against our Code of Conduct. The Group enforces zero tolerance at every level of the organisation and has strengthened its policy through different systems of alert (occupational doctors, line management, Human Resources, Compliance Manager, etc.) and a community of international experts ready to intervene anywhere in the world. In parallel, a mandatory training session entitled “Standing up to inappropriate conduct” has been put in place.

FIND OUT MORE

- Universal Registration Document 2020, Chapter 5.1

**DIGITAL LEADERSHIP**

**SERVING THE BANK OF TOMORROW**

Our focus is on our customers. So constantly improving the client experience, especially the rapidly developing uses of digital technology, is at the heart of our innovation and digital transformation strategy. Our goal is to keep increasing the value we provide to our customers through our products and services as well as our optimised operating model. Our strategic guidelines for 2025 will capitalise on the substantial progress already made to step up the digital integration of all of Societe Generale’s businesses.

The Group’s longstanding commitment to digital transformation relies on two key drivers – technology and innovation – to serve our customers and clients. We have laid the technological groundwork (such as the hybrid Cloud or APIs) and maintained the strong culture of innovation in the Group’s DNA (for example our intrapreneurship programme or working in agile mode) to support our customers more effectively as their needs and habits are in constant evolution. Societe Generale has proven the strength of its technological and cultural foundations during the public health crisis, which has been a real stress test worldwide and a period of intense activity for the Group. Indeed, the pandemic has demonstrated our ability to very quickly switch over to working digitally, as required by the appropriate public health precautions, whether for our customers or for our staff. All the while keeping the necessary vigilance required as a result, in terms of cybersecurity and the resilience of IT systems. In the long term, the crisis will act as a trend accelerator. We estimate that the pandemic has brought forward digital adoption initiatives by four years.

Once again, innovation and technology will be key to the Group’s next strategic stage. By capitalising on our digital maturity and taking a disruptive approach, we will be able to meet the challenges we have set for ourselves. These include reinventing the current models, such as the new French Retail Banking division (a result of merging the Crédit du Nord and Societe Generale banking networks), which aims to combine the best of digital and human expertise and be ranked in the top three for customer satisfaction. We also intend to bring our promising new alternative models to maturity, such as Boursorama, which is now aiming for 4.5 million customers in France in 2025. Moreover, we will be inventing, identifying, and growing tomorrow’s new business models, like the internal start-up FORGE, which achieved a worldwide first in 2020 by launching the settlement of a financial transaction in Central Bank Digital Currency on a public blockchain, in cooperation with the Banque de France. Our approach is designed to offer ever more fluid and personalised experiences to increasingly autonomous customers, roll out open innovation platforms, and boost our efficiency, while highlighting the impact of digital technology on society and the environment.

60% of clients use digital technology.

56% of teams work in agile mode.

80% of infrastructure is in the Cloud.

€4.4bn IT budget.

*“With the Global Market Incubator in Asia, our incubator dedicated to fintechs specialising in market activities, we aim to leverage our success in Europe and the dynamism of the start-up ecosystem to join forces and shape improved services to our clients.”*

**GAËLLE OLIVIER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SOCIETE GENERALE ASIA-PACIFIC**

**60% of clients use digital technology.**

**56% of teams work in agile mode.**

**80% of infrastructure is in the Cloud.**

**€4.4bn IT budget.**

**BANKING ON CROSS-BUSINESS SYNERGIES WITH FINTECHS**

Societe Generale has acquired Shine, a start-up created to simplify the daily lives of the self-employed and small businesses, which make up a fast-growing sector. Shine, one of the few companies certified by the B Corp label, has quickly become a key player in the market, with more than 70,000 customers in two years. The advantages of its services include administrative support and access to a team of experts seven days a week. The synergies between Shine and Societe Generale will allow the Group to serve new professional customers, with Shine seeking to be the French leader in this market. Shine also draws on the technological expertise of Trezoor, another start-up that joined the Group in 2019 and is one of the major solution providers for fintechs, with numerous synergies available as part of our Bank as a Service strategy.

**ENHANCING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE**

Faced with the scourge of bank fraud, Societe Generale has cutting-edge tools to protect its customers. The Group leverages the power of data collected every day by Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The Group collects data from all transactions (payments, logins, etc.), identifying anomalies and processing them in real time. AI also helps enhance customer relations via chatbots, or conversational assistants, which customers can access 24/7. Sortir, the chatbot launched in 2018 by the Group, and Eliot, at Boursorama, can answer increasingly complex questions.

**A FUND DEDICATED TO INNOVATION**

The Group’s start-up investment vehicle, Societe Generale Ventures, is equipped with a €150 million budget. This strategic fund has a diversified portfolio and supports all business lines. Its mission is to foster relations with the innovation ecosystem and create synergies with Societe Generale’s activities by financing external start-ups or internal projects led by staff.

**FIND OUT MORE**

Attaching the correct level of importance to society’s expectations is vital to responding in the right way and building together the solutions to match these needs. This is why we are rolling out a complete system for conducting business in close cooperation with all our stakeholders, including, among others, our clients, staff, regulators and supervisors, shareholders and investors, credit rating agencies, civil society and suppliers.

LISTENING TO THE ACTORS IN CIVIL SOCIETY

Actively listening to our stakeholders, in particular actors in civil society, allows us to better understand the changes in our environment. Our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) department centralises questions and contacts from non-governmental organisations (NGOs) or other actors in civil society. Representatives of the Bank regularly participate in workshops and discussion groups with around 10 NGOs, including Reclaim Finance, Friends of the Earth, Oxfam, ShareAction, BankTrack, Urgewald, and the WWF. Other meetings are also organised, for instance with the student signatories of the Student Manifesto for an Ecological Awakening. Written responses are provided to each query in consultation with the business lines involved and we publish our positions in a completely transparent manner in response to public reports.

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING AND INTERACTING WITH OUR STAKEHOLDERS

In autumn 2020, the Group launched an extensive consultation with its stakeholders with a view to contributing to the development of its strategic plan through to 2025. This was an essential exercise subsequent to the analysis conducted in 2017 to define its environmental, social and governance ambitions in the light of its changing environment and to further align its CSR objectives with its corporate purpose. This effort, which gathered the opinions of more than 5,800 external and internal stakeholders through interviews (with clients, partners, staff and non-financial actors for example), quantitative analysis and internal workshops – will lead to the creation of the Group’s next materiality matrix.

FIND OUT MORE

> Universal Registration Document 2021, Chapter 5

[1] Headcount at end of period, excluding temporary staff.
[3] Indicators of customer satisfaction and loyalty excluding clients of the Group’s insurance companies.
[5] Due to the exceptionality of its nature.
[7] In accordance with ECI recommendations. Heures is a share buy-back programme (in Q4 2021), equivalent to the 2020 dividend, was announced alongside the 2020 results, provided that the ECB does not review its recommendation and authorises implementation of the programme.
[9] Fitch Ratings: F1 / A (Stable) / F1
[10] Moody’s: A1 / P-1 (Stable)
[12] 100% of staff covered by the UNI Global Union Agreement on Fundamental Rights.
[13] 80 alerts received by the whistle-blowing tool (60% of which were related to HR issues).
[14] - 133,000 members of staff in 61 countries serving 30 million customers.
[15] - Net Promoter Score scores are generally stable or up across the three major business lines, although results were more mixed and sometimes down at subsidiaries in Europe and Africa.
[16] - Compensation: €0.3bn.
[17] - Staff engagement rate (Corporate Pulse survey response): 63%.
[19] - Income tax: €1.204m.
[20] - Working sessions with around 10 NGOs through written discussions, bilateral meetings and consultations.
[22] - Value of purchases: €5.5bn.
[23] - Revenue with the Social and Solidarity Economy: €10.1m.
[24] - Participation in meetings held by the ANC (26), AMF and H3C (3), EFRAG and IAISB (8), FBF (44), Acteo / AFEP / MEDEF (20).
[26] - Deposit Guarantee Fund: €51.1m.
OUR PERFORMANCE

Societe Generale’s three core businesses enabled the Group to continue to create value in 2020, despite the impacts of the public health crisis. Committed to supporting our stakeholders, the Group contributed to the recovery of the economy by preserving our financial strength and the quality of our balance sheet, and by moving forward with our strategic ambitions and societal commitments.
CREATING VALUE FOR OUR STAKEHOLDERS

When we built our banking model, we were inspired by our vision and values, and leveraged the strength of our resources and our capacity for innovation with the aim of offering our clients value-added services. As a trusted partner, we are devoted to contributing to positive changes around the world across all our business activities.

Building together, with our clients, a better and sustainable future through responsible and innovative financial solutions.

133,000 MEMBERS OF STAFF professional, committed and responsible

CUTTING-EDGE expertise and technology

A SOLID FINANCIAL STRUCTURE CET1 ratio of 13.4%

A STRONG AND INNOVATIVE CULTURE

30 MILLION CLIENTS (individuals, professionals, corporates and institutional) who put their trust in us

Total external Group purchases of €5.5BN in 2020 and 4,900 SUPPLIERS under contract

FRENCH RETAIL BANKING

INTERNATIONAL RETAIL BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

GLOBAL BANKING AND INVESTOR SOLUTIONS

ASISTING OUR CLIENTS by providing them with the right service at the right time, in their best interest, while securing and protecting their assets and data

OFFERING TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS

• 60% of clients actively use online banking
  Boursorama No.1 online bank in France with > 2.6 million clients
  • 1.8 million vehicles managed by ALD Automotive

PROTECTING OUR CLIENTS IN THEIR DAILY LIFE AND THEIR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

• 23 million insurance policies managed
  • Market-leading derivatives franchise

HELPING OUR CLIENTS FINANCE THEIR PROJECTS

• €410bn in outstanding consumer loans
  • No.2 worldwide for business behaviour (customer relations and business ethics)
  • No.2 and No.1 global bank in renewable energy financing and advisory activities

PROTECTING AND MANAGING OUR CLIENTS’ SAVINGS

• €451bn in deposits
  • €4.315bn in assets under custody
  • €116bn in assets under management for Private Banking
  • New 100% SRI investment offering in France

SECURING TRANSACTIONS

• 16 million payments and €557bn in transactions every day

OUR PURPOSE

INNOVATION

RESPONSIBILITY

COMMITTMENT

OUR RESOURCES

OUR VALUES

OUR BUSINESS

OUR ADDDED VALUE FOR OUR CLIENTS

OUR VALUE ADDED FOR OUR OTHER STAKEHOLDERS

INCLUDING, DEVELOPING AND ENGAGING OUR STAFF

• No.1 worldwide for Human Resources (Vigeo)

ENSURING THE COMPANY’S GROWTH AND LONGEVITY while providing precise, comprehensive and transparent information to investors and shareholders

CONTRIBUTING TO ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTRIES WHERE WE OPERATE

• Taxes and charges: €3.2bn in 2020
  • Africa’s best bank for CSR (EMEA Finance Magazine)

BUILDING BALANCED RELATIONSHIPS WITH OUR SUPPLIERS

based on trust, equity and transparency, “Supplier relations and responsible purchasing” label since 2012

RESPECTING CULTURES AND THE ENVIRONMENT

• A responsible approach recognised in the Group’s extra-financial ratings
  • Alignment of portfolios based on the PACTA for Banks open-source tool

• Towards a complete exit from coal and reduction of overall exposure to the oil and gas extraction sector
  • 67% of the €120bn contribution towards financing the energy transition over the 2019-2023 period achieved at end-2020

FIND OUT MORE

> Universal Registration Document 2020, Chapter 1

(1) Headcount at end of period, excluding temporary staff.
(2) Excluding clients of the Group’s insurance companies.
(3) Average of the Group’s European and Russian entities.
The year 2020 was dominated by an unprecedented global pandemic with serious economic and social impacts that affected the Group’s businesses. Société Générale demonstrated its ability to manage this crisis responsibly by fulfilling our role with clients, staff and all stakeholders. In this turbulent environment, the Group showed strength and resilience, demonstrating our adaptability and capacity to bounce back.

RESPONSIBLE CRISIS MANAGEMENT
The active engagement of Société Générale’s teams, combined with the Group’s operational resilience made it possible to continue operations and support our clients during this extraordinary situation. The Group experienced the direct impacts of the public health crisis in the first half of the year due to the sudden shutdown of economies, the prudent increase in provisions for liabilities and market shocks, which particularly impacted some of our activities. The Group rebounded in the third and fourth quarters. The Group’s annual net income, a reflection of the business lines’ economic contributions, came in at €4.4bn. Furthermore, the precautionary adjustment of the outlook for our capital market activities resulted in exceptional write-downs in Q2, which tipped our book net income into the red at €2.25bn but did not undermine the strength of our capital ratio, which rose sharply.

FINANCIAL SOLIDITY AND RIGOROUS COST CONTROL: 2020 OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED
The Group was able to adjust quickly and successfully, demonstrating our capable and efficient management structure. Underlying operating expenses fell significantly over the year to €16,504m, 33% of 2019, in line with the annual net income, a reflection of the business lines’ economic contributions, came in at €4.4bn. Furthermore, the precautionary adjustment of the outlook for our capital market activities resulted in exceptional write-downs in Q2, which tipped our book net income into the red at €2.25bn but did not undermine the strength of our capital ratio, which rose sharply.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
2020 was also a year in which we demonstrated our capacity to move forward and prepare for the future. We laid the foundations for a new strategic focus through to 2025 by carrying out strategic initiatives such as the project to merge the retail banking networks Crédit du Nord and Société Générale in France, French online bank Boursorama’s expansion plan, the growth plan for KB in the Czech Republic and the strategic roadmap for ALD Automotive to strengthen its leadership in the mobility sector. We took significant steps concerning remediation plans to strengthen our compliance and control systems, accelerated our digital strategy and our commitments as a leader in energy transition and promoting diversity in the workplace. Our progress in meeting environmental, social and governance criteria was broadly recognised by the extra-financial ratings agencies.

“...the recovery of our results starting mid-year demonstrates the Group’s resilience and ability to adapt. We played our part in responding to the emergencies of the public health crisis and are preparing for the future.”

WILLIAM KADOUCH-CHASSAING, DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER

EXECUTION OF THE STRATEGIC ROADMAP:
- Completion of the repositioning of Capital Markets activities.
- Acceleration of growth drivers.
- New commitments to Corporate Social Responsibility.
- Strengthening of operational efficiency efforts, in particular through the digitalisation of processes.

PRIORITY FOR 2021

NEW COMMITMENTS TO CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
- The foundations for a new strategic focus through to 2025 by carrying out strategic initiatives such as the project to merge the retail banking networks Crédit du Nord and Société Générale in France, French online bank Boursorama’s expansion plan, the growth plan for KB in the Czech Republic and the strategic roadmap for ALD Automotive to strengthen its leadership in the mobility sector. We took significant steps concerning remediation plans to strengthen our compliance and control systems, accelerated our digital strategy and our commitments as a leader in energy transition and promoting diversity in the workplace. Our progress in meeting environmental, social and governance criteria was broadly recognised by the extra-financial ratings agencies.

FIGHTING CLIMATE CHANGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>2020 target</th>
<th>2023 target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020 target</td>
<td>2023 target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 M</td>
<td>1 M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 M: 1 million clients achieved in 2020
As the fourth largest retail bank in France, the banking networks of Societe Generale group worked throughout 2020 to support the economy by helping their individual, business and professional clients overcome the negative effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.

French Retail Banking offers a wide range of products and services adapted to the needs of a diverse customer base. Drawing on the expertise of its 34,000 members of staff, a successful multi-channel structure with some 2,484 branches, and cutting-edge digital services, French Retail Banking combines the strengths of three complementary brands: Societe Generale, a leading bank in France, Crédit du Nord, a group of regional banks, and Boursorama Banque, the leader in online banking in France. In 2020, Boursorama consolidated its position as a leader in online banking in France, with over 2.6 million clients. The amount of new customers set a record, with nearly 590,000 new clients arriving in 2020, of which 192,000 joined the bank in the last quarter.

The Bank’s advisors were on hand throughout 2020 to support businesses and professionals affected by the pandemic, helping them to manage their cash flow through the French government guaranteed loan scheme (PGE - Prêts Garantis par l’État) for which over 96,200 applications were processed in France for a total of €81bn, deferred repayments, and new services such as payment solutions for e-commerce or cybersecurity solutions through Oppens.

Beyond operational support during the pandemic, the Group’s banking networks helped their clients in financing their plans, with average investment loan outstandings (excluding leases) rising to €88bn at the end of 2020 (+18.7% higher than in 2019), and continued to be driven by demand deposits (+15.1% higher than in 2019), and continued to be driven by demand deposits (+18.7% vs. 2019).

French Retail Banking also developed its activities with wealth management clients. Net inflows remained strong at €2.5bn for the year, bringing Private Banking’s Assets under Management to €70.4bn at the end of 2020. Life insurance inflows rose +7.5% in Q3 2020, bringing the total average portfolio to €94bn. With its acquisition of Shine in 2020, Societe Generale expanded its fully digitalised offer for professionals and SMEs, confirming the Bank’s prominent role within the fintech ecosystem and its ability to work with start-ups.

**TWO DIFFERENT BANKING MODELS IN FRANCE CREATING VALUE FOR ALL**

Creation of a new entity from the merger of the Crédit du Nord and Societe Generale networks: the VISION 2025 project.

- Be among the top 3 banks for customer satisfaction, with a value proposition combining expertise, digital technology and proximity.
- Develop the best savings and investment offer.
- Be the leading bank for professionals and businesses alike.
- Become the bank of reference, making a positive impact at the heart of all France’s regions.

**BOURSORAMA**

- Remain No.1 for customer satisfaction.
- Consolidate our position as the undisputed leader in online banking.
- Be one of the preferred banks for individual customers.

**"Our new model will offer the best combination of human expertise and digital technology dedicated to customer satisfaction, commercial ambition and operational efficiency."**

SÉBASTIEN PROTO, DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER
Sustained by the rebound seen in the second half of the year, International Retail Banking and Financial Services delivered robust performance.

“Our core businesses are constantly adapting as they continue to develop a model dedicated to the satisfaction of all our customers and clients while contributing to the Group’s profitable growth. They are fully involved in the transformation of our societies and our economies.”

INTERNATIONAL RETAIL BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

**PERFORMANCE**

International Retail Banking and Financial Services includes the Group’s retail banking activities in Europe, Russia, Africa, the Mediterranean Basin and Overseas French territories, and three specialised business lines: insurance, full-service vehicle leasing and fleet management (ALD Automotive), and professional equipment financing.

The strategy of this core business leverages the potential for growth in regional markets, high value-added services and synergies between business lines. As was the case for the Group’s other business lines, International Retail Banking and Financial Services’ 2020 revenues were impacted by the pandemic, but held up relatively well, declining only -2.9% compared to 2019.

**INTERNATIONAL RETAIL BANKING**

This business line combines the services of international retail banking networks with consumer credit activities. International Retail Banking’s Net Banking Income was down 3.4%(1) compared to 2019, marked in particular by reduced activity due to the lockdowns and a decrease in Net Interest Income in the Czech Republic and Romania related to diminished interest rates. Loan origination and deposits recovered in the second half of the year in every country in which the Group operates. Outstanding loans rose +2.5%(1) year-on-year compared to 31 December 2019. Deposits increased +8.8%(1).

**FINANCIAL SERVICES FOR CORPORATES**

Financial Services for Corporates turned in a resilient commercial performance. The number of contracts for the vehicle leasing and fleet management business line was stable compared to the end of December 2019 (1.76 million contracts in 2020). ALD Automotive posted above-guidance income from used car sales for the year. The professional equipment financing business recorded a slight decrease in outstanding loans (-0.8%(1)) compared to the end of December 2019 to €14,1bn (excluding factoring), while interest income was higher. In Financial Services for Corporates, Net Banking Income was down -2.1%(1) in 2020.

**INSURANCE**

Societe Generale Assurances has been able to build on the quality of its production in terms of product mix. Life insurance and savings activity benefited from a 0.5%(1) increase in outstandings compared to 31 December 2019, reaching €126bn. The share of unit-linked Life Insurance in outstandings rose to 44%. In Personal Protection and Property & Casualty Insurance, the business grew 1% compared to 2019.

**RESILIENT REVENUES**

In 2020, the US financial magazine Global/Finance again ranked Komerční banka (KB) the safest bank in Central and Eastern Europe. Also in 2020, BRD received the “Best Bank in Romania 2020” award for the eighth time from The Banker magazine. Societe Generale was awarded "Africa’s best bank for CSR" by EMEA Finance Magazine.

**RECOGNISED EXCELLENCE**

In 2020, the US financial magazine Global/Finance again ranked Komerční banka (KB) the safest bank in Central and Eastern Europe. Also in 2020, BRD received the “Best Bank in Romania 2020” award for the eighth time from The Banker magazine. Societe Generale was awarded "Africa’s best bank for CSR" by EMEA Finance Magazine.

**FIND OUT MORE**

> Universal Registration Document 2021, Chapter 2

---

1. At constant scope and exchange rates.
GLOBAL BANKING AND INVESTOR SOLUTIONS

A MODEL REFOCUSED
ON OUR AREAS OF STRENGTH

After the setbacks suffered in the first half of the year, Global Banking and Investor Solutions’ revenues recovered substantially in the second half, with an improvement in Global Markets Activities and solid performance from Financing and Advisory.

FINANCING AND ADVISORY
The Bank is developing strategic global relationships with large corporate clients and offers integrated solutions including Merger and Acquisition (M&A) advisory, equity financing, structured financing, capital-raising operations, risk hedging and flow and/or payment management services. Financing & Advisory’s revenues were stable compared to 2019, with strengthened franchises and ongoing support to clients during this particularly difficult year. The performance of this business line received a boost from a high level of issues on the bond and equity markets and sustained activity in acquisition financing.

ASSET MANAGEMENT AND PRIVATE BANKING
The Net Banking Income of Lyxor, the European specialist in active, passive and alternative asset management, was up +3.5% compared to 2019, driven by a high level of performance fees. Lyxor confirmed its leadership position in the Green Bond segment in 2020 and enhanced its ETF offering with ESG components. Private Banking posted a -2.4% decline in performance in 2020 as its revenues were hurt by pressure on interest margins despite stable commercial activity.

A REALIGNED BUSINESS MIX

AN ADJUSTED STRUCTURE WITH CORE FRANCHISES RETAINED

RECOGNISED EXPERTISE
Societe Generale is recognised as one of the leaders in renewable energy financing. In 2020, The Banker named our Equity Capital Markets experts “Team of the Month” for structuring and executing Europe’s very first ‘green’ convertible bond, issued by French renewable energy generator Neoen.

OFFERING TRANSPARENT PRODUCTS
At Societe Generale, we offer ‘sustainable and positive’ investment solutions and research tailored to suit all of our clients. Accordingly, Lyxor, Societe Generale’s asset management subsidiary, has developed a proprietary methodology for measuring the climate risks of its investment portfolios (carbon footprint, fossil fuel reserves, and environmental solutions).

GLOBAL BANKING AND INVESTOR SOLUTIONS

GLOBAL MARKETS
Societe Generale offers global, integrated access to financial markets with a leading-edge vision and cross-asset solutions. A plan to adjust the range of structured finance products was rapidly implemented to reduce its risk profile and its sensitivity to market dislocations. Despite the recovery in the second half of the year, Global Markets revenues were down -19.3% for the year compared to 2019.

GLOBAL MARKETS AND INVESTOR SERVICES
Societe Generale offers global, integrated access to financial markets with a leading-edge vision and cross-asset solutions. A plan to adjust the range of structured finance products was rapidly implemented to reduce its risk profile and its sensitivity to market dislocations. Despite the recovery in the second half of the year, Global Markets revenues were down -19.3% for the year compared to 2019.

“...and are adapting to better meet the needs of our clients and our economies.”

SLAWOMIR KRUPA,
DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER
**A COMPREHENSIVE AND INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE**

Societe Generale builds on its corporate purpose, strategy and rigorous and responsible management...

... to deliver solid performance...

... and have a positive impact on society and the economy.

### Societe Generale

**2019 PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>指标</th>
<th>值</th>
<th>目标</th>
<th>趋势</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>净资产回报率 (CET1)</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>&gt;12%</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>管理费用</td>
<td>17.7bn</td>
<td>16.5bn</td>
<td>16.5bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>风险和表现电阻（ICB）</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>资本充足率</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>&gt;12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>环境、社会和治理 (ESG)风险评级报告</td>
<td>S&amp;P Global CSA (formerly RobecoSAM): 79/100; MSCI AA ▲</td>
<td>Remain in the top quartile of extra-financial ratings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>支持客户满足他们的可持续投资</td>
<td>可持续和积极的影响力融资 (SPIF)</td>
<td>11.9bn</td>
<td>12.6bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>帮助客户满足他们的可持续投资</td>
<td>可持续和积极的影响力融资 (SPIF)</td>
<td>11.9bn</td>
<td>12.6bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>作为对抗气候行动的关键角色</td>
<td>电力转型</td>
<td>41bn (34% of the target)</td>
<td>80.8bn (67% of the target)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|减少自己的碳排放 |100% |100% |25%的碳排放削减，每名客户 |可持续和清洁能源

### Sustainable Development Goals

- **Goal 1**: No poverty
- **Goal 2**: Zero hunger
- **Goal 3**: Good health and well-being
- **Goal 4**: Quality education
- **Goal 5**: Gender equality
- **Goal 6**: Clean water and sanitation
- **Goal 7**: Affordable and clean energy
- **Goal 8**: Decent work and economic growth
- **Goal 9**: Industry, innovation, and infrastructure
- **Goal 10**: Reduced inequalities
- **Goal 11**: Sustainable cities and communities
- **Goal 12**: Responsible consumption and production
- **Goal 13**: Climate action
- **Goal 14**: Life below water
- **Goal 15**: Life on land
- **Goal 16**: Peace and justice and strong institutions
- **Goal 17**: Partnerships for the goals

---

[1] Indicator of customer satisfaction and loyalty according to propensity or likelihood of recommending our products/services to others in their circle.
[4] YUP is a mobile money solution for accessing a full range of transactional and financial services, even without a bank account.
OUR CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The Group has a business model that creates value for all, that draws on competent and engaged governance. The Board of Directors defines the Bank’s strategic focus and ensures its correct implementation, while also respecting a stringent ethics framework. An indispensable requirement for the banking profession.
The Board of Directors applies the diversity and complementary skills of its 14 expert members to guide the Group’s activities in line with the highest international standards of governance.

The Covid-19 crisis disrupted the normal operations of the Group. As a result, the activities of the Board increased, including a greater number of meetings (18 vs. 14 in 2019), weekly and monthly reports on the impacts of the crisis and reinforced monitoring of cost control plans. Discussions covered an in-depth strategic review of the Global Markets business, the merger of the Société Générale and Crédit du Nord retail banking networks and setting the diversity objectives for the Group’s management bodies. Lastly, the Board of Directors continues to pay close attention to environmental, social and governance issues.

DUTIES AND ACTIVITIES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN 2020

The Board of Directors determines the Group’s strategic focus and ensures it is implemented in line with the interests of the company and the Corporate Social Responsibility considerations linked to its business activities. The Board also approves the financial statements, determines risk appetite, appoints and evaluates the performance of the Chief Executive Officers, and approves compensation objectives for senior management.

14 Directors (including 2 elected by staff(1)), 15 Directors at the end of the 2021 General Meeting of Shareholders.

Over 92% Independent Directors.

43% women(2).

9 nationalities(3).

18 meetings in 2020.

The Board of Directors is also committed to having directors with experience in technological and digital transformation, cybersecurity and CSR matters, while seeking to maintain balance in terms of gender equality, age, nationality and professional experience.

The Board of Directors is made up of 14 directors, 12 of whom are appointed by the General Meeting of Shareholders, and two of whom are staff representatives. In accordance with the provisions of the French Pacte Law, a new Director representing employee shareholders will be elected during the 2021 General Meeting of Shareholders. Expertise and experience in the financial world and the management of large international companies form the criteria underpinning the selection of Directors.

The term of the two employee directors elected by the staff will be renewed at the close of the General Meeting on 18 May 2021, replacing the two directors elected on 20 March 2018.

EXPERIENCED AND COMPLEMENTARY DIRECTORS

Chairied by Lorenzo Bin Smaghi since 2015, the Board of Directors is made up of 14 directors, 12 of whom are appointed by the General Meeting of Shareholders, and two of whom are staff representatives. In accordance with the provisions of the French Pacte Law, a new Director representing employee shareholders will be elected during the 2021 General Meeting of Shareholders. Expertise and experience in the financial world and the management of large international companies form the criteria underpinning the selection of Directors.

Finding out more

FIND OUT MORE

> Universal Registration Document 2021, Chapter 3

(1) The term of the two employee-directors elected by the staff will be renewed at the close of the General Meeting on 18 May 2021, replacing the two directors elected on 20 March 2018.
(2) 42% if the two directors representing the staff are excluded from the calculation, in accordance with the provisions of the Law of 27 January 2011.
(3) Taking into account some directors’ dual citizenship.
A NEW GENERAL MANAGEMENT TEAM TO PREPARE OUR NEXT STRATEGIC STAGE

The General Management team - comprised of the Chief Executive Officer and two Deputy Chief Executives, assisted by three Deputy General Managers - oversees the Group and acts as its representative with third party stakeholders.

A NEW GENERAL MANAGEMENT TEAM

To accelerate the digital transformation of its core businesses and to prepare its new strategy, in 2020 Societe Generale created a new executive management team with diversified and enhanced banking expertise. Frédéric Oudéa, Chief Executive Officer, is assisted by two Deputy Chief Executive Officers with specific management responsibilities. Diony Lebot, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, is in charge of supervising the Risk and Compliance functions, financial services activities (ALD Automotive and Equipment Finance) and the insurance activities of the Group. Philippe Aymerich, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, is in charge of the supervision of French Retail Banking activities and of its Innovation, Technology & Information Technologies functions, and International Retail Banking activities.

William Kadouch-Chassaing is Deputy General Manager, Head of Finance. Slawomir Krupa is Deputy General Manager, Head of Global Banking and Investor Solutions. Sébastien Proto is Deputy General Manager in charge of the Société Générale and Crédit du Nord retail banking networks, and their Innovation, Technology and IT division, and Private Banking activities.

AN AGILE AND EFFICIENT ORGANISATION

To ensure that the Group’s strategic decisions are implemented appropriately, the General Management team relies on various committees.

• The General Management Committee, which comprises the Chief Executive Officer, the Deputy Chief Executive Officers and the Deputy General Managers, meets every week. The Heads of the Business and Service Units concerned by the matters on the agenda and the persons directly responsible for the topics in question may be invited to participate to the Committee. The Committee, which reports to the Chief Executive Officer, submits the Group’s overall strategy to the Board of Directors and oversees its implementation.

• The Group Strategy Committee, which comprises the Chief Executive Officer, Deputy Chief Executive Officers and Heads of the Business and Service Units, meets every two months. The Committee reports to the Chief Executive Officer and is responsible for implementing the Group’s strategy.

• Comprising 19 executives appointed by the Chief Executive Officer and belonging to the Service Units and Business Units, the Group Management Committee meets to discuss the Group’s strategy and other matters of general interest to the Group. The committee meets at least once every quarter.

AMBITIOUS OBJECTIVES IN THE AREA OF DIVERSITY

Priority issues for the Group, the topics of diversity and inclusion are overseen at the highest level of the Group’s management. In 2020, Societe Generale accelerated its drive towards greater gender equality with an ambitious new goal of at least 30% of women in the Group’s management bodies by 2023. This target will be applied at two levels: the Group Strategy Committee, which includes General Management, and the Heads of the Business and Service Units as well as the Group’s 200 top executives. To achieve this goal, a comprehensive action plan provides for improved career development support for women, sessions to raise awareness about gender bias and stereotypes available to all staff and an evaluation of each member of the Group Management Committee based on diversity targets, starting in 2021.

A BALANCED COMPENSATION POLICY

The policy governing the compensation of Executive Officers aims to ensure that the Group’s top-level positions offer attractive compensation, promote commitment and retention of the most promising talent, whilst also appropriately managing risks, compliance and the principles of the Group’s Code of Conduct.

Compensation is broken down into three components:

• fixed compensation, which recognises expertise and the duties performed and takes market practices into account;
• annual variable compensation, which is 60% based on quantitative criteria and 40% on qualitative criteria combined with an assessment of Societe Generale’s financial and extra-financial performance. The maximum amount that can be awarded is 135% of fixed annual compensation for the Chief Executive Officer and 115% for the Deputy Chief Executive Officers;
• long-term profit-sharing, the aim of which is to strengthen the ties between management and shareholder interests over the long term. Profit-sharing is subject to a presence requirement and depends on the Group’s financial and extra-financial performance. The amount awarded is capped at 135% of fixed annual compensation for the Chief Executive Officer and 115% for the Deputy Chief Executive Officers (based on IFRS values).

A SHARED AMBITION

The variable portion of compensation for the Group’s Corporate Officers includes shared objectives reflecting the team spirit that is essential for General Management and on objectives specific to each individual’s scope of responsibility.

Shared objectives account for 55% of variable compensation (70% in 2020) and focus on improving the market’s perception of Societe Generale group, making continued progress at terms of customer experience, extra-financial ratings, operational efficiency and accelerating the digital transformation. Specific objectives concern, for example, how the Group’s corporate purpose translates into its strategic decisions, strengthening the talent management policy in line with diversity targets, developing data usage tools and the wider use of Artificial Intelligence or implementing the VISION 2025 project.

1st and only bank in France with a woman in the General Management team.

29% of the members of the Group Management Committee are women.

FIND OUT MORE

• Universal Registration Document 2021, Chapter 3
• www.societegenerale.com/en/societe-generale-group/governance/general-management
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**OUR ETHICS**

ENSURE THE TRUST OF OUR STAKEHOLDERS

Our profession as bankers requires a culture of responsibility embedded in our values and activities, and is a vital element for maintaining the relationship of trust we hold with our clients and stakeholders.

AN AMBITIOUS ETHICAL FRAMEWORK

The Societe Generale Code of Conduct is the basis of our professional ethics. Shared by all members of staff, it represents a real commitment to the Group’s stakeholders. Specifically, it describes the standards to be upheld in terms of the environment, human rights, terrorist financing or data protection. Guidelines for whistleblowing, which can be exercised in all the countries where the Group operates, are set out in this code. Societe Generale has a Tax Code of Conduct, a Code Governing the Fight Against Corruption and Influence Peddling and a Sustainable Sourcing Charter. This framework also relies on 12 sectoral policies governed by general E&S principles, which are regularly updated, making it possible to uphold the Group’s commitments in accordance with our CSR policy.

TRANSPARENCY AT THE HEART OF THE PROCESS

Societe Generale strives to be a proactive partner for political stakeholders. This effort is pursued in complete transparency and is centred on a number of commitments, such as inclusion in the digital transparency register or in the Transparency Register of European Institutions. Since 2014, our Group has also been promoting transparent and honest lobbying practices, as established in several charters and collective statements, and has published a Charter for Responsible Advocacy with respect to Public Authorities and Representative Institutions.

THE CULTURE & CONDUCT PROGRAMME IS PART OF A LONG-TERM EFFORT

Launched in 2016 as a four-year programme, the objective of the Culture & Conduct programme is to raise awareness and train staff and managers in the highest standards of ethical and responsible conduct. Placed under the supervision of the Board of Directors and General Management, this programme achieved all its objectives and its work will continue over the long term. Since 2021, it has been up to all Business and Service Units to continue to integrate Culture & Conduct matters into their daily activities with the support of the Human Resources and Compliance divisions.

ONGOING VIGILANCE

Over the past three years, the implementation of the French Duty of Care Act has given Societe Generale the opportunity to clarify and strengthen its existing framework as part of a continuous improvement process. The Group’s approach is structured around three pillars: Human Resources and Security, Sourcing and the Bank’s activities. How it evolves over time reflects the results of risk mapping, regular assessments, changes in the Group’s activities, and new environmental and social commitments taken on by the Group. A whistleblowing system allows staff, partners and service providers to report any violation of company rules or behaviour that violates the Group’s Code of Conduct. It relies on a secure external platform that guarantees the protection of personal data and strict confidentiality of the information reported.

HUMAN RIGHTS: A FUNDAMENTAL PRIORITY

Respecting and promoting human rights constitute one of the priority areas of the Group’s CSR policy. Societe Generale has voluntarily adopted procedures and tools to identify, assess and manage risks that apply not only to its staff in connection with its products and services but to its entire value chain.

CONCERTED ACTION TO BUILD A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Aware of the banking sector’s key role in transitioning towards a sustainable future, Societe Generale has voluntarily committed to a number of actions designed to accelerate positive transformation. These positive changes entail significant investment and the redirection of capital flows. In light of the stakes involved, we believe joint action is the only way forward. Accordingly, the Group has launched or participated in various global cross-disciplinary initiatives to speed up energy transition.

In 2020, this commitment was given concrete expression when the Group joined the CFO Task Force of the UN Global Compact, a platform for sustainable financial action designed to leverage investments to achieve the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.

100% of Business and Service Units have a sponsor and/or a Culture & Conduct contact.

At the end of 2019, 87% of staff believed that their immediate hierarchy encouraged ethical and responsible behaviour (+5 points with respect to 2018).

98% of staff who completed the Code of Conduct training module in 2020 reinforced their knowledge and successfully passed the course.

FIND OUT MORE

> Universal Registration Document 2020, Chapter 3
> Universal Registration Document 2020, Chapter 5
> Memorandum on Obligations for Responsible Advocacy Activities with public authorities and representative institutions
**A STRICTLY REGULATED APPETITE FOR RISK**

Société Générale strives to maintain relationships of trust with our customers and all of our stakeholders. To this end, the Group observes a number of principles intended to govern our risk appetite, the level of risk that the Group is prepared to accept within the framework of its strategy:

- an organisation of 16 Business Units that offer products and services in numerous regions;
- a balanced allocation of capital among the business lines, with an emphasis on Retail Banking activities;
- a geographically-balanced model – in Retail Banking activities, the Group focuses its development on Europe and Africa, where it has a long-standing presence, deep knowledge of the markets and positions of leadership; in Global Banking and Investor Solutions, outside of Europe and Africa, the Group targets areas where it can leverage its international expertise;
- a targeted growth policy;
- a positive contribution to the transformation of economies and economic, social and environmental transitions;
- focus on its reputation, an invaluable asset.

**A SYSTEM ADAPTED TO HANDLE THE COVID-19 CRISIS**

At the beginning of the pandemic, Société Générale’s risk management system was adapted to ensure business continuity and protect our staff. As part of the large-scale roll-out of working from home, the Group has remained particularly vigilant with regard to controlling its operational risks and the security of its IT systems. Governance was also strengthened by the activation of crisis units and the increased production of reports intended for General Management, the Board of Directors and the regulator, including indicators specifically adapted to suit the situation, such as monitoring sectors with sensitive activity and/or weakened by the economic crisis and business continuity.

**CLIMATE RISKS: AN AGGRAVATING FACTOR**

The Group considers the risks associated with climate change as an aggravating factor for those categories already covered by the Bank’s risk management system. Accordingly, the Group has updated its existing risk management framework and processes to include physical and transition risks (political, legal, technological and market changes) and to ensure that the increasing relevance of these factors is properly taken into account.

**ROBUST GOVERNANCE**

The governance of the management of risk is assured through two main bodies: the Board of Directors and General Management. At least once a year, General Management presents the Board of Directors with the main aspects of and notable changes to the Group’s risk management strategy, regardless of their nature. As part of the Board of Directors, the Risk Committee advises the Board on overall strategy and appetite regarding all kinds of current and future risks, and assists the Board when it verifies the implementation of this strategy.

“*Acting as a responsible banker requires from each of us commitment, exemplarity and good risk management. This is how we can keep the trust of our clients, our staff and our partners, whom we accompany and support in this period of unprecedented crisis.*”

**DIONY LEBOT,**
**DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER**
MANAGING EXTRA-FINANCIAL RISKS AS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

Serving our clients by controlling risk is our duty as a responsible bank. We manage our extra-financial risks by transforming them into growth opportunities and creating new sources of value for all our stakeholders.

In addition to the relationship of trust that we have with supervisors and regulators, transforming the management of the risks that face us into opportunities enables us to continually adapt, as we did during the Covid-19 crisis, and to mitigate the impact of new risk factors on our business and our clients’ businesses.

In order to identify extra-financial risk factors, the Group has created a risk map that combines the main focuses of its matrix of materiality with the types of risks to which Societe Generale is exposed by viewing the environmental, social or human rights-related risks as triggering or aggravating factors for certain types of risk, in particular credit, non-compliance and reputational risks.

This identification process led to a ranking of the main extra-financial risk factors evaluated according to two criteria: their potential severity and their likelihood of occurrence. This evaluation considers the inherent risk, i.e. before the application of internal measures aimed at reducing their impact. Time considerations were added for certain risk factors, including their scale of importance, which, although low at present, could become significant in the future.

This control of risk materiality allows the Group to develop the resulting growth opportunities with a view to serving the interests of our stakeholders (clients, civil society, etc.), while meeting their expectations. Lastly, we live in a world where new kinds of risks are constantly emerging, compelling us to continuously review our analyses, thus creating new opportunities for dialogue with our stakeholders.

It is thanks to this virtuous circle that Societe Generale is able to transform its risks into strategic opportunities. The following non-exhaustive list of examples shows how the Group creates value based on our management of non-financial or emerging risks.

EXTRA-FINANCIAL RISKS...

FAILURE OF IT SYSTEMS (CYBERCRIME)

The Group is exposed to the risk of not being able to maintain or develop its market share in its various activities or not being able to adapt fast enough to technological advances and the emergence of new players (such as GAFA, neobanks and fintechs).

This changing environment could also put pressure on margins, making its activities less profitable. Nevertheless, Societe Generale can capitalise on its robust digital and innovation strategy and the continuous investments the Group dedicates to enhance its digital offering and seize opportunities. Today, half of Societe Generale’s clients are digital clients, and payments and transfers are virtually all paperless (94% for the Group and 98% for French retail banking).

This strategy has really come into its own since the beginning of the pandemic, which is accelerating the adoption of new technologies. For instance, Boursorama Banque gained almost 600,000 new clients (including nearly 200,000 in the last quarter of 2020 alone) and now has a total of 2.6 million clients. This unprecedented increase underscores the suitability of the online banking model championed by Societe Generale for many years. In order to remain on the cutting edge of business models, the Group regularly acquires the most innovative fintechs or start-ups in their fields, such as Trezor, a pioneer of Banking as a Service in France, Shin, the No. 2 player in fully digital banking for entrepreneurs, and Rewecar, a French platform specialised in the online sale of used cars to private individuals.
BUILDING A BETTER AND SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Building a sustainable future, helping to enact positive global change, inspiring confidence in the future... The Group demonstrates our commitment through numerous initiatives and our support for innovative projects. A collective approach, shared with numerous other stakeholders, ensures a greater impact.
BEING A TRUSTED PARTNER OF OUR CLIENTS

Our holistic impact-based approach closely aligns the economic, social, societal, environmental, ethical and governance aspects that serve all of our stakeholders, but most of all our clients. To support our clients and build a more sustainable future together, we assist them with their projects and are committed to moving the world forward as we work alongside them.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION:
A LONG-STANDING PRIORITY

Regularly measured, customer satisfaction has either improved or remained steady at a high level across all the Group’s business lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking this level of satisfaction using a number of tools, including surveys, lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking or regular measurement. Customer satisfaction has either improved or remained steady at a high level across all the Group’s business lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking this level of satisfaction using a number of tools, including surveys, lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking or regular measurement.

A LONG-STANDING PRIORITY
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION:

Regularly measured, customer satisfaction has either improved or remained steady at a high level across all the Group’s business lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking this level of satisfaction using a number of tools, including surveys, lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking or regular measurement. Customer satisfaction has either improved or remained steady at a high level across all the Group’s business lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking this level of satisfaction using a number of tools, including surveys, lines, which have all launched formal processes aimed at tracking or regular measurement.

STRENGTHENED ENGAGEMENT DURING THE PANDEMIC

Because banking is vital for the smooth running of the economy, the Group deployed a wide array of initiatives to support its clients during the current public health crisis. To ensure the continuity of operations in all the Group’s retail banking networks, 90% of branches remained open in France, with appropriate health precautions and the addition of extra call centre staff. At the Group’s Corporate & Investment Banking activities, the massive and rapid adoption of working from home in a number of countries allowed the teams to function at full capacity. Societe Generale took several measures in support of private individuals, businesses and professionals, including six-month deferrals of loan instalments, rapid reviews of financing applications, French government-guaranteed loans scheme (PGE), and assisting clients with their digital transformation. Societe Generale Assurances implemented a series of extraordinary measures amounting to €100m, including a contribution to the solidarity fund dedicated to SMEs, tradespeople and retailers, and support for the economic recovery.

CONTRIBUTING TO ENERGY TRANSITION IN ASIA

Societe Generale joined forces with the Japanese conglomerate Marubeni in two pioneering projects emblematic of its sustainable development programme which Marubeni wanted to launch despite the crisis: an offshore wind farm in Japan and a floating solar power plant in Changhua in Taiwan. The Group assisted Marubeni by supporting them with their commitment to sustainable development and the production of ‘green’ energy. By doing so, we confirmed our position as this conglomerate’s major banking partner (Marubeni is the fifth largest trading company in Japan in terms of assets) for renewable energy projects in Asia.

A MAJOR OPERATION TO SUPPORT A PUBLIC HOSPITAL

Societe Generale assisted the Caisse Francaise de Financement Local (CAFFIL) in a €1bn social bond issue to finance the public hospital sector. This was the first Covid-19 covered bond issued by a European financial institution. The issue met with enthusiastic demand from investors, generating an order book totalling 64.5bn and major participation by players specialised in ESG bond issues. Societe Generale was bookrunner for the deal.

VIRTUAL ACCOUNTS FOR SIMPLIFIED CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT

Out of a desire to support its business customers with tailor-made high added-value solutions, Global Banking and Investor Solutions introduced a new virtual account offer that allows clients to see their cashflow positions in real time. The identification and tracking of payments has been fine-tuned to deliver a host of new advantages: operational gains in terms of bank account administration, shorter average time devoted to debt recovery, all helping to, ultimately, simplify cash management.

ODILE DE SAIVRE, DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF SOCIETE GENERALE EQUIPMENT FINANCE

“Consistent with our corporate purpose, we will continue to support our clients with all of the transformations accelerated by the crisis, whether relating to the growing use of digital technologies or the greater focus on Corporate Social Responsibility.”

ODILE DE SAIVRE, DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF SOCIETE GENERALE EQUIPMENT FINANCE

“Consistent with our corporate purpose, we will continue to support our clients with all of the transformations accelerated by the crisis, whether relating to the growing use of digital technologies or the greater focus on Corporate Social Responsibility.”

PHILIPPE GUEYDON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF KING JOUET

“The preferred bank of entrepreneurs, Societe Generale has created a YouTube channel dedicated to committed company executives.

“Societe Generale’s strength has always been one of being a national and international bank with a very strong local presence. Where the teams were simply outstanding was in their ability to arrange a French government-guaranteed loan (PGE) for King Jouet within the desired timeframe, even though we clearly understood that it was an extremely busy time for them.”

PHILIPPE GUEYDON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF KING JOUET

“What I really appreciated about Societe Generale’s support was that straight away our contacts were very proactive in asking about the wellbeing of my family and my business.”

PHILIPPE PERRIER, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF PERRIER BOTTLING MACHINES

FIND OUT MORE
> Universal Registration Document 2021, Chapter 5
> www.youtube.com/societegenerale
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SUPPORTING OUR CLIENTS
BUILD A MORE SUSTAINABLE WORLD

We are part of a general movement that makes all stakeholders responsible for the immense challenges that lie ahead in building a more sustainable future. We are answering this challenge by developing sustainable finance solutions, in line with our corporate purpose.

A PIONEERING INITIATIVE
By working collectively, we have a quicker impact. We firmly believe this and have created coalitions or supported those that bring new standards to the table. With this aim in mind, Société Générale has structured an offer that echoes the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The offer is tailored to the specific aspects of each sector of economic activity and covers climate transition challenges as well as social and societal matters. This offer centres on Sustainable and Positive Impact Finance (SPIF) products and services dedicated to financing the economy and businesses, and Sustainable and Positive Impact Investments allowing our clients to invest in sustainable development themes.

PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BANKING
Société Générale made a public commitment to respect ethical business standards by becoming a founding signatory to the Principles for Responsible Banking in 2019. These six principles aim to define the role of the banking sector in building a sustainable future, in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement on climate change and allow for the establishment of a common framework. Eighteen months after signing this commitment, the Group has made major advances in line with the initiative’s six principles, which are presented in detail in the Principles for Responsible Banking, Reporting and Self-Assessment 2021 available on the Group’s institutional website.

INNOVATING TO MEET THE EXPECTATIONS OF CLIENTS AND INVESTORS
Société Générale is the first French bank to launch a new generation of 100% responsible savings solutions in open architecture and accessible to all. This determination has translated into the roll-out of the broadest offer on the French market thanks to the partnerships formed with national and international asset managers (Amundi, BlackRock, DMCA, La Financière de l’Échiquier, Lyxor, Mirava and Primonial REIM). These partnerships will make it possible to offer a wide range of savings solutions while guaranteeing responsible investment. This product range is accessible through all funding channels (Life Insurance, securities accounts and share savings plans).

AIMING TO ESTABLISH A LEADERSHIP POSITION IN RESPONSIBLE FINANCING
While managing climate change is a serious issue for all stakeholders, it is also a strategic priority for the Group, which has announced its determination to become a leading global player. Société Générale offers a wide range of investment and financing products available to all types of customer, making it possible to make progress toward a low-carbon world. In addition, with an ambition to promote financial inclusion for all economic stakeholders, the Group leverages its expertise in innovation to offer solutions tailored to all. As inclusion is impossible without setting up suitable infrastructures, Société Générale is helping its clients invent the sustainable city of the future and encouraging more environmentally-friendly mobility.

ESTABLISHING A RESPONSIBLE AND COMMON FRAMEWORK FOR ACTING TOGETHER
Convinced of the importance of collective action, the Group continues to participate in initiatives as part of coalitions. After signing the Poseidon Principles promoting the decarbonisation of the maritime transport industry, becoming a member of the Hydrogen Council and participating in the launch of the UNEP FI’s Collective Commitment on Climate, William Kadouch-Chassaing, Deputy General Manager and Head of Finance, joined the United Nations CEO Task Force working group and participated in the launch of the first Principles on Integrated SDG Investments and Finance. In addition, Société Générale Assurances and Société Générale Private Banking joined Lyxor in 2020 by signing the UN Principles for Responsible Banking, (UN PRI). Furthermore, in April 2021, the Group, as a founding member, joined the UNEP FI Net-Zero Banking Alliance, which commits banks to aligning their investments and financing with the Paris Agreement and to net-zero emissions by 2050 with the ambitious objective of limiting global warming to 1.5°C. On the same day, Société Générale Assurances signed the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance targeting carbon neutrality for its investment portfolio by 2050.

€11.9bn
Total production in SPIF-compliant financing commitments (vs. €11bn in 2019) including €6.8bn in ‘green’ loans or funding to help the energy transition and €5.1bn in social/societal financing.

€26.9bn
Total sales of SPIF products (vs. €19.1bn in 2019).

More than €500m
In Charity Notes placed in 2020, bringing the total distributed to date to €1.4bn(1).

FIND OUT MORE
- Principles for Responsible Banking - Reporting and Self-Assessment 2021
- Universal Registration Document 2021, Chapter 5
- www.societegenerale.com/en/responsability/
- Principles for Responsible Banking Initiative

THE SIX PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BANKING

1. Alignment
Sustainability criteria integrated into our financial solutions to support clients and involve them in responsible commitments

2. Impact
A large-scale consultation carried out to define the matrix of materiality in 2019 (new consultation ongoing to determine new CSR expectations)

3. Clients
Public ESG mix management

4. Stakeholders
Strengthened CSR governance in 2020, covering CSR commitments, risks and positive impacts

5. Governance & Culture
Implementation and monitoring of concrete measures to support projects, development in Africa and digital inclusion, among others.

6. Transparency and Accountability
CSR ambition is aligned with the Paris Climate Agreement and 10 SDGs

(1) United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative
(2) Data at 31 December 2020.
We have a responsibility to re-orient our portfolio of activities at a pace consistent with the different climate scenarios while ensuring an environmentally-friendly transition that is economically viable and socially inclusive. To do this, each of our activities linked to the fossil fuel industry has specific climate scenarios while ensuring an environmentally-friendly transition that is economically viable to ourselves.

By joining the UNEP FI Net-Zero Banking Alliance in 2021, Societe Generale undertook a commitment to align its portfolios with strategies aiming at carbon neutrality by 2050. This was 67% achieved at the end of 2020.

Over 175 ‘green’ bond mandates completed since 2013 for an amount in excess of €170bn.

€4.2bn in new credit lines indexed to ESG performance (x3 between 2018 and 2020).

Over 50% renewable energy in the electricity mix financed by the Group (at mid-2020).

Over €500m in outstanding ‘green’ bonds in the Lyxor ETF in 2020 (x3 in 1 year).

No. 2 worldwide in renewable energy financing. No. 1 in consulting.

GIVING CONCRETE EXPRESSION TO THE COMMITMENTS WE MADE TOGETHER

Our approach is fully transparent and public. We disclose and share our approach to aligning our lending portfolios as defined by the Katowice Commitment’s signatory banks and shared by the Collective Commitment to Climate Action combined with the UNEP FI Principles for Responsible Banking. The PACTA (Paris Agreement Capital Transition Assessment) methodology provides a standardised approach for aligning lending portfolios with the objectives of the Paris Climate Agreement. The first report detailing its application was made public in 2020.

HELPING OUR CLIENTS TRANSFORM THEIR BUSINESS MODELS

As a responsible bank, we proactively assist our clients increase the positive impact of their projects and to develop future solutions. To do this, we are developing new sustainable and positive-impact financing solutions every day (‘green’, social, sustainable), ranging from strategic advice to the entire range of financing products. This is the case, for example, with the innovative impact lending solution that makes the structuring of financing conditional on attaining ESG objectives.

ALLOWING INVESTORS TO EVALUATE THEIR PORTFOLIO ACCORDING TO SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA

Through its various entities, the Group deploys a comprehensive range of investment solutions, providing ESG or Socially Responsible Investment research, investment strategies, valuation tools or dedicated securities services. As such, in 2021, Lyxor, Societe Generale’s asset management subsidiary, was the first global asset manager to publish the fund temperature of more than 150 of its ETFs, thereby making this assessment a key variable and allowing investors to build climate-friendly portfolios. Since joining the UNEP-FI Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, Societe Generale Assurances is also committed to transitioning its investment portfolio to carbon neutrality by 2050.

HELPING TO SLOW CLIMATE CHANGE BY MANAGING OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

Societe Generale is continuing with efforts to limit our own carbon footprint by meeting two objectives: cutting our greenhouse gas emissions by 25% per occupant and increasing the energy performance of the Group’s buildings (per occupant) by 25% between 2014 and 2020 (targets achieved in 2019). Furthermore, the Group has accelerated ‘Green IT’ efforts since signing the Sustainable IT Charter in 2019.

LIMITING GLOBAL WARMING TO NO MORE THAN 1.5 ºC ALONG WITH A COMMITMENT TO CARBON NEUTRALITY BY 2050.

€120bn committed to the energy transition between 2019 and 2023. This was 67% achieved at the end of 2020.

Over 175 ‘green’ bond mandates completed since 2013 for an amount in excess of €170bn.

€4.2bn in new credit lines indexed to ESG performance (x3 between 2018 and 2020).

Over 50% renewable energy in the electricity mix financed by the Group (at mid-2020).

Over €500m in outstanding ‘green’ bonds in the Lyxor ETF in 2020 (x3 in 1 year).

No. 2 worldwide in renewable energy financing. No. 1 in consulting.

[1] Exchange Traded Funds.

AMBITIOUS CLIMATE COMMITMENTS

By joining the UNEP FI Net-Zero Banking Alliance in 2021, Societe Generale undertook a commitment to align its portfolios with strategies aiming at carbon neutrality by 2050. After announcing our willingness in 2019 to end our exposure to companies operating in the thermal coal sector by 2030 for EU and OECD countries, and by 2040 for the rest of the world, we further tightened these criteria in 2020 by rolling out a new sectoral policy. Furthermore, in 2020 we were one of the first global banks to announce a concrete near-term target for reducing our overall exposure to the oil and gas extraction sector, aiming for a 10% reduction by 2025. This commitment goes further than the requirements of the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS) of the International Energy Agency (IEA).

Furthermore, in 2020 we were one of the first global banks to announce a concrete near-term target for reducing our overall exposure to the oil and gas extraction sector, aiming for a 10% reduction by 2025. This commitment goes further than the requirements of the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS) of the International Energy Agency (IEA).

In connection with this commitment, Societe Generale also announced that it would end its Reserve Based Lending activities for land-based gas and shale oil in the United States. This portfolio was reduced by 25% between 2019 and 2020 and will be eliminated before the end of 2023. The Group is also committed to reducing the emission intensity of its financing activities linked to electricity generation by 18% by 2025 and by 76% by 2040, compared with the levels at the end of 2019.

We have a responsibility to re-orient our portfolio of activities at a pace consistent with the different climate scenarios while ensuring an environmentally-friendly transition that is economically viable and socially inclusive. To do this, each of our activities linked to the fossil fuel industry has specific policies in place and we are working to set alignment targets starting with the most carbon-intensive portfolios and then rolling them out across all sectors. These are requirements that we also apply to ourselves.
PROMOTING REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Driven by ideals of progress and always committed to positive transformation, the Group supports the development and resilience of ecosystems, without losing sight of society’s innovations as they shape the regions of tomorrow - with special attention to sustainable economic development in Africa.

A MAJOR SUPPORTER OF THE GRAND PARIS PROJECT

Société Générale has supported the Grand Paris urban development project since 2018 and in the first quarter of 2020 the Group had fully assigned the €2.5bn in loans we initially announced. In September 2020, we increased the dedicated project budget by €3bn until 2024.

Our commitment to Grand Paris is concentrated on three areas:

- A sustainable and inclusive public economy: through its financing, Société Générale supports investments and urban infrastructure projects carried out by local authorities in the Île-de-France region and social housing organisations.
- Real estate development and urban planning strategic advisory: Sogeprom, the Group’s real estate development subsidiary, is especially active as the contracting authority on many projects. Specifically, it has been selected to create the Aire-des-Vents section of the media village for the Paris 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games. These living quarters will eventually become a mixed-use neighbourhood with more than 700 family homes and various residences (including senior accommodation, a nursing home and a day care centre), and should create nearly 175 jobs.
- Specialised financing: SGFI, an entity of the Bank specialising in professional real estate financing, invested €430 million in 190 new Grand Paris real estate developments in 2020. The aim of this funding is to meet the needs of small, medium, and large companies participating in infrastructure projects in Grand Paris, as well as real estate operators.

An additional €3bn in funding for Grand Paris until 2024.

PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE GROWTH IN AFRICA

Société Générale is continuing to work through the Grow with Africa programme and its four key development areas that drive sustainable growth.

Multi-dimensional support for African SMEs

While the Group’s activity in the African SME segment was impacted by the public health crisis in 2020, our ambition to advise and support local businesses remains unchanged. Accordingly, Société Générale continues to develop the Maison de l’Entreprise (MME) concept, which has now been rolled out in eight countries: Senegal, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Benin, Ghana, Cameroon, Guinea Conakry and Madagascar. This model offers access within a single place to financial, legal and accounting advice, training, mentoring, and co-working spaces.

Infrastructure financing

The Group has recognised expertise in infrastructure financing to support strategic sectors, including energy and the energy transition, transport, the environment (water & waste), telecoms, and social infrastructure involving education and health.

By supporting governments in developing their infrastructure, the Group encourages the growth of local economies. As an example, Société Générale provided €195 million in financing for the construction of a hospital project in Benin. Designed to set the standard for hospitals in the country, the CHU will have a surface area of over 40,000 m² and a capacity of around 430 beds.

Developing innovative financing solutions

Société Générale seeks to leverage our expertise and our capacity to mobilise partners to serve the farming and renewable energy sectors, and so help meet the challenges of the energy transition. For instance, the Group has encouraged the acquisition of equipment in areas with little or no connection to established electricity networks. As such, our Tunisian subsidiary UBB has set up a ‘green’ loan for companies with the Agence Française de Développement and helped finance the first operational solar power plant in the country.

Financial inclusion

YUP is the Group’s flagship solution to address this issue. As our mobile money solution, it is accessible to anyone who owns a mobile phone, no matter the network or whether they hold a bank account. Available since 2017, YUP can be used in Côte d’Ivoire, Senegal, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Benin, Ghana, Cameroon, Guinea Conakry and Madagascar. This model offers access within a single place to financial, legal and accounting advice, training, mentoring, and co-working spaces.

This model offers access within a single place to financial, legal and accounting advice, training, mentoring, and co-working spaces.

Multi-dimensional support for African SMEs

While the Group’s activity in the African SME segment was impacted by the public health crisis in 2020, our ambition to advise and support local businesses remains unchanged. Accordingly, Société Générale continues to develop the Maison de l’Entreprise (MME) concept, which has now been rolled out in eight countries: Senegal, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Benin, Ghana, Cameroon, Guinea Conakry and Madagascar. This model offers access within a single place to financial, legal and accounting advice, training, mentoring, and co-working spaces.

Infrastructure financing

The Group has recognised expertise in infrastructure financing to support strategic sectors, including energy and the energy transition, transport, the environment (water & waste), telecoms, and social infrastructure involving education and health.

By supporting governments in developing their infrastructure, the Group encourages the growth of local economies. As an example, Société Générale provided €195 million in financing for the construction of a hospital project in Benin. Designed to set the standard for hospitals in the country, the CHU will have a surface area of over 40,000 m² and a capacity of around 430 beds.

Developing innovative financing solutions

Société Générale seeks to leverage our expertise and our capacity to mobilise partners to serve the farming and renewable energy sectors, and so help meet the challenges of the energy transition. For instance, the Group has encouraged the acquisition of equipment in areas with little or no connection to established electricity networks. As such, our Tunisian subsidiary UBB has set up a ‘green’ loan for companies with the Agence Française de Développement and helped finance the first operational solar power plant in the country.

Financial inclusion

YUP is the Group’s flagship solution to address this issue. As our mobile money solution, it is accessible to anyone who owns a mobile phone, no matter the network or whether they hold a bank account. Available since 2017, YUP can be used in Côte d’Ivoire, Senegal, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Benin, Ghana, Cameroon, Guinea Conakry and Madagascar. This model offers access within a single place to financial, legal and accounting advice, training, mentoring, and co-working spaces.


+28% in commitments linked to structured finance, compared with a target of 20% between 2018 and 2021.

x 2 Number of YUP customers between 2018 and 2020 (2.1 million customers vs. a target of 1 million in 2020)

€95m in AuM with microfinance institutions in 2020, compared to a target of €120m by 2022.

FIND OUT MORE

> Universal Registration Document 2021, Chapter 5
> www.societegenerale.com/en/responsibility/social-innovations
One of our shared priorities must be to keep the public health crisis from leaving a generation permanently affected. Young people need us now, and our duty, more than ever, is to support them.

HELPING YOUNGER GENERATIONS GROW

Building new perspectives and broadening horizons. Making a responsible long-term commitment. Using employment as a driver for inclusion. Every year, Societe Generale staff provide training to more than 2,500 young people in internships, work-study programmes and VIE (Volunteer for International Experience) placements. In parallel, the Societe Generale Corporate Foundation assists with the employability of a vulnerable young audience – with support during their studies, financial education and skills development – while simultaneously offering staff a variety of options for getting involved. For instance, the “Min 1er stage” (My first work experience) scheme promotes equal opportunities and reinvented these internships with our female staff have supported young girls ambitions. In fact, several of the Group’s members of the Group’s Management Committee are often vulnerable to financial difficulties as a result of the crisis. And our commitment has not wavered since, whether organising an emergency plan, they provided students...
BUILDING AN INCLUSIVE FUTURE TOGETHER

Whether sharing team spirit and the values of sport and fair play, supporting contemporary art and classical music, or working for a truly inclusive society, our commitments are always held over the long term. They illustrate our confidence in a united and sustainable future.

COMMITTED OVER THE LONG TERM

The Group’s commitment demonstrates one of our solid values and show our consistency and long-term involvement. This is notably true for rugby: for over 30 years, Societe Generale has shared the sport’s values of team spirit and commitment, and supported its development in all forms, around the world.

This long-term support will be on display at the 2023 Rugby World Cup in France, of which we are a Worldwide Partner. Since 2003, the Group has supported the French Paraport Federation and its many athletes, including Ugo Didier, the world para swimming champion, and Marie Bochet, eight-time Paraparalympic alpine ski champion.

Because the values present in the world of classical music echo the excellence and team spirit within the Group, Societe Generale has, in over 30 years, become one of the leading patrons of classical music in France. The Mécénat Musical association acts on several levels: providing support for promising talent, building up a collection of instruments for loan to musicians, and supporting numerous orchestras and groups, with the goal of opening up our shared musical heritage to new audiences.

Year after year, the Group also renews its dedication to contemporary art. In over 25 years, we have built up a collection of over 1,200 works by young talent from all walks of life. Similarly, the Societe Generale Corporate Foundation aims to open up new horizons and restore confidence in the future. Since 2006, the Foundation has been leading professional insertion initiatives – through employment, training, and cultural and sporting practice – so that everyone can find their place in society.

EXCEPTIONAL COMMITMENT DURING THE PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS

An exceptional response to an unprecedented situation. In 2020, the Group donated €1 million to the alliance Tous unis contre le virus (All United Against the Virus) and allocated an additional €500,000 to partners of our Corporate Foundation to help the most vulnerable deal with the crisis.

Africa has also received massive support: the Group has donated nearly €2.9 million to Doctors Without Borders, the International Federation of Red Cross Societies, and CARE, to take action to prevent and combat the spread of the coronavirus. And, while the classical music sector suffers from postponed and cancelled concerts, Societe Generale has set up an exceptional support plan of €2 million.

SUPPORTING CLASSICAL MUSIC

Beginning in April 2020, the Group reinforced its support for musicians and musical ensembles, which have been severely hit by the pandemic. To this end, we put in place an exceptional €2 million plan in addition to the sponsorship actions already in place. This funding is aimed at partner ensembles and musical projects, support for independent ensembles and groups to return to playing, and the allocation of emergency grants to financially vulnerable students at the Paris and Lyon musical conservatories.

Of the 155 project proposals received, 62 were selected by the Mécénat Musical Société Générale, and special assistance awarded to 200 students.

FLYING THE FLAG FOR PARAPORTS

The Group has been a partner of the Fédération française Handisport (FFH), France’s Paraport Federation, since 2003 and sponsors six Paraport ambassadors, including Marie Bochet and Arthur Bauchet. Marie Bochet, the first Paraport athlete supported by Societe Generale, has won eight Paraparalympic titles, 20 world titles, and 99 World Cup victories, embodying excellence in the Paraports world. As a partner of the young champion since 2010, Societe Generale decided to continue the adventure with her until 2022, supporting her in her quest for titles at the World Championships in 2022 and the 2022 Paralympic Games. Arthur Bauchet, world no. 1 in the standing category in Para Alpine Skiing, became the sixth Paraports athlete to be sponsored by Societe Generale in 2021. A four-time silver medallist at the Games in 2018, he will be going for gold in Beijing in 2022.

GREATER SOCIAL SOLIDARITY IN AFRICA

Societe Generale is active in 19 African countries, and makes the continent’s development a priority. The Societe Generale Foundation in Africa supports professional insertion in the workplace, champions social innovation and encourages women to become entrepreneurs. Its Africa Programme supports local initiatives and has awarded over €2.1 million in grants to 45 projects in African countries since 2018. In 2020, the Group strengthened our Africa Programme in line with our international development strategy and in collaboration with local teams. The programme has awarded more than €900,000 to community projects targeting education and professional insertion in the workplace in ten African countries.

FIND OUT MORE

> www.fondation-solidarite.societegenerale.com
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL THE PARTNERS AND STAFF OF SOCIETE GENERALE GROUP WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT.

This fourth edition of Societe Generale’s Integrated Report was inspired by the guidelines of the reference framework published by the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC). It presents Societe Generale’s corporate purpose and strategic focus, its business model, and how the Group creates value. As a joint project of the Communications and CSR departments, this report describes the Group’s activities and results for the 2020 financial year with a view to enhancing dialogue with all our stakeholders, in a proactive process of transparency and progress.

The contents of this report were selected according to their relevance with regard to the Group’s corporate purpose and strategic focus. They were informed by discussions with the Innovation, Strategy, Investor Relations and CSR departments, as well as with the senior management of the business lines and the heads of geographic areas, particularly Africa. Unless indicated otherwise, the information presented is valid as of 31 December 2020.

Information about the Board of Directors does not take into account the decisions of the Annual General Meeting held on 18 May 2021 concerning the appointment of new members to the Board of Directors.

ABOUT THE PRINTING OF THIS REPORT

Societe Generale entrusted the printing of this Integrated Report to Calligraphy-Print, a printer in Brittany, France with recognised environmental performance (ISO 14001 certified, Oscar in Sustainable Development for the Ille-et-Vilaine Department, Platinum Corporate Social Responsibility assessment and “Manufacturing Light” Leadership Awards 2021 by Ecovadis, commitments to biodiversity, etc.). This partnership illustrates the Group’s commitment to entrepreneurs and SMEs as well as the attention we pay to our suppliers’ CSR performance.

“There is strong mutual trust, because Societe Generale is also our bank and supports our investments in equipment and our real estate projects.”

OLIVIER POUCHIN, CHAIRMAN OF CALLIGRAPHY-PRINT

Abbreviations used:

- millions of euros: €m
- billions of euros: €bn

Rankings
The source for all references to rankings is given explicitly. Where no source is given, the information is based on internal sources.

PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BANKING - REPORTING AND SELF-ASSESSMENT 2021
The Group’s progress and status regarding the 6 Principles for Responsible Banking of the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI).

SOCIETEGENERALE.COM
Corporate website featuring the Group’s financial and extra-financial news.

CLIMATE DISCLOSURE 2020
Climate activity report in line with the reporting frameworks of the Task Force for Climate-Related Disclosure and the Non-Financial Performance Declaration.

UNIVERSAL REGISTRATION DOCUMENT 2021
A regulated publication containing all information about the business activity, governance, financial and extra-financial results, and outlook of Societe Generale.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY DEPARTMENT

GROUP COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT

CONCEPTION AND EDITORIAL CONTENT
Societe Generale and Capitalcom

TERRA DE VISION

PHOTO CREDITS

PHOTO CREDITS

20 STORIES TO TELL 2020
A series of stories and first-hand accounts illustrating Societe Generale’s long-standing commitment to its customers for the energy transition, for Africa, and for more sustainable cities and societies.

PRINCIPLES FOR RESPONSIBLE BANKING - REPORTING AND SELF-ASSESSMENT 2021
The Group’s progress and status regarding the 6 Principles for Responsible Banking of the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI).